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IS SHE ROCKLAND'S OLDEST RESIDENT? CHILD CUSTODY APPEAL LEADING

CASE OF FEBRUARY TERM OF KNOX
SUPERIOR COURT OPENING TUESDAY

Etta Jane Blarkinton
By Elmer Barde

In Tuesdays’ edition of The
Courier-Gazette our editor asked
for nominations of the oldest liv
ing resident of the City of Rock
land, he or she to be the Honorary
Chairman of the Centennial Ob
servance of the city, come June 3.
So tor we have had one re
sponse only, and that entered Into
the lists Etta Jane Blackinton, of
22 Linden street, who will be 94
years old July 21. We called on
her to take her picture and to
verify her age and we came back,
amazed at her vitality and Inter
est in everyday life.
That Is some of the things that
has aroused our envy since coming
to Maine; the number of oldeT
citizens, and
the
kick they
still manage to get out of life.
Having spent many years in mili
tary service and also around
Washington, the capital of our na
tion, we have been Impressed with
the fact that there life ends at 60
or thereabouts.
Military service
calls for compulsory retirement at
60. in some case 62 Social Secur
ity If prepared to pay lifetime
pensions at 65; the mandatory re
tirement age for civil servants is
70, but here, in Rockland it seems
that people who reach that age
Just really start to enjoy life.
Take this candidate for civic
hoix«rs. At 93 plus, site keeps
house, all by herself; she saws and
chops her own wood, carries coal,
takes out the ashes and although

• Thera are no turn-on « turn-ot
chargee-no minimum monthly

chargee « “maintenance*’ cootsyrben you uee PTBOFAZ Gee. Thfc
complete gaa service foe oooklng
water-beating, nbigentton can b»
fnetaHed in your home qntcUy, eee
By—and at low coat. Call na today
for the beet in gee appliances—flu
beet in bottled gee

laonuBcuc

Albert E. MacPhail
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MAIN St.
ROCKLAND, MS.
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it was a miserable nasty morning
when we called on her. her side
walk and the walk leading to the
kitchen door was shovelled out and
that had been done by herself.
Bright as a silver dollar and
keen, both mentally and physically,
she assured us that she had her
own little garden plot every year
and showed us. with understand
able oride, shelf after shelf full of
fruits and vegetables canned by
her, sufficient to take care of her
until another crop comes ripe.
With that and a small month'y
old-age pension she gets along
nicely.
To what does she ascribe her
physical and mental prowess’
Willingness to work and to think!
She attended Rockland High but
did not graduate. Her present
home is the only one she has ever
known and when she started work
ing as a seamstress for a concern
located at the Rankin Block she
walked to and from, twice daily,
six days each week.
Working
hours from 7 a. m. to 6 p. m., one
hour out for dinner. Her pay? 82
per week and that was considered
good pay.
The going was not too good in
those days; the South End was not
too well settled. She remembers
that her home, now one of the
many on Linden street, was the
only’ house in a field and her
father had to make a path to
nearby Pacific street so the fam
ily could get to town. .
Her one regret is that so many
of her contemporaries have left
her. She has lovely neighbors,
and they are good to her. but they
are not the ones that used to call
on her, with a shawl thrown over
,he' shoulders, to exchange a recipe,
a bit of news, maybe even a small
candal. Radio lias to take the
place of that today, and the news
papers. She has been a constant
reader of The Courier-Gazette, and
its predecessor, The Courier, ever
since she learned to read, and that
was a long, long time ago, at least
80 years, and she would not do
without it.
The lists for candidates for the
honorable chairmanship at the
centennial observance are still
open; she has not been chosen as
such, but one thing we are sure of,
if the lot should fall to Etta Jane
Blackinton die would do us and
herself proud.

The February term of Knox
Superior Court opens Tuesday !
with the smallest criminal docket
in some time. The presiding jus- j
tice will be Randolph A. Wetherbee of Bangor. The court recorder
is to be Freeman B. Atherton of
Portland.
Grand jurors are scheduled to
report at 10 o’clock Tuesday morn
ing with traverse jurors on Thurs
day at 9.30 a. m.
Appealed cases include those of
Gordo" Walls Butler of Rockland
and Worcester. Mass., and his di
vorced wife, Mrs. Marilyn Butler
Stevens,.now of Belfast.
The couple have appealed a de
cision of Rockland Municipal
Court to place their three children
in tlie custody of the state. The
state complained that he moher.
who obained custody of the chil
dren at the time of the divorce,
had placed them in a Thomaston
home which was below the stand
ards approved by the State De
partment of Health and Welfare.

When payments for the care of
the children were not forthcoming,
the woman who was boarding the
children asked for aid from the
Town of Thomaston, and the pro
ceedings were started.
In a special session of Municipal
Court, several lawyers appeared
for the state and for the couple.
Present in the courtroom were
persons who had come to the area
to adopt the children.
The state opposed the out-ofstate
adoption
of
children
about to be taken into state cus
tody and sent to the court offi
cials of the Attorney General’s
Department to voice its stand.
Other appealed cases include
those of Nelson Harmon of Rock
land for speeding and Harold W.
Jones of Jefferson on drunken
driving charges.
Henry I. Grotton of Union is
to appear on an appeal from lower
court for falling to halt for inspec
tion on the order of a warden of
the Department of Inland Fish
and Game.

Wesley Knight Is

Youth Gospel

Named Deputy

Speaker At First

Fire Dept. Chief

Baptist Church

Wesley Knight. 35, former mem
ber of the Rockland Fire Depart
ment, has been appointed deputy
chief of the department by City
Manager Farnsworth. He takes the
position left vacant by the death of
Deputy Chief James Gray some
months ago.
A second former fireman, John
Robishaw, 47, lias been appointed
as a driver-mechanic. He will per
form the mechanical duties for
merly carried out by Mr. Gray, and
fill the driver vacancy created by
the recent death of Frederick Ingerson.
Knight first entered the depart
ment as a regular fireman in June
of 1942. He continued in city em
ploy until he enlisted in the Navy
Rev. Richard Thomas
in August of 1943. Following war
service in the Pacific, he returned
A most unusual blend of nature
to the department in January of!
movie classics, magical illusions,
1946. He resigned in November of
1948.
| and other features will be present
He has been an assistant mana ed in a brand new program every
ger of two fuel oil and gasoline dis night by Rev Richard J Thomas
of Levittown. Penn., at the First
tributing firms since that time.
Robishaw served with the depart Baptist Church from Feb. 14 to 19
ment from June of 1947 until Janu at 7.30 p. m. High-lighted on each
ary of 1951. resigning to accept pri- ! program will be a singspiration, au
vate employment out of the state. dience participation contest. Scrip
The appointments resulted from ture Illustrated by “black light” oil
examinations given Wednesday eve painted Bible scenes. Admission is
ning by the city personnel board, free at all meetings.
in which both men were at the top , The director of these meetings,
of the list in their respective cate- i who is better known among the
gories. In their time with the de young folks as Dick Thomas, repre
partment, both were considered to sents Youth Gospel Crusade, Inc.,
be skilled and efficient firefighters. a missionary organization with
headquarters in Wheaton, III., and
the several working committees whose field staff serve churches of
will make reports of top impor all evangelical denominations from
tance. The new building for the coast to coast. Formerly a pastor.
Information Center has progressed Mr. Thomas saw the alarming rise
to the extent that some points of juvenile delinquency and gave
must be declared at this meeting. his life to what he terms “reaching
The matter of highway improve- youth and adults who have not
i ment which is bringing county touched by regular church chan
wide if not state wide interest, will nels and who have never heard nor
be discussed and the highly suc seen a clear presentation of the
cessful campaign which is being gospel in Interesting terms which
carried forward for conventions in they can understand.” Mr. Thom
Rockland this summer will be of as brings his audience pictures
great interest.
All members are from mountains,
forests, and
invited.
Jungles pointing out analogies be
tween and natural and spiritual
Read The Gnurier-Gazette
worlds.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, to
Important Meeting Advertise in The Courier-Gazette gether with the friends and mem
bers of the First Baptist Church,
Of C. Of C.
Sunday Honors Boys Scouts and are busy extending a community
wide invitatlonu to their neighbors
American Legion In Nation
Tuesday Night
of all faiths to attend these Youth
and Locally
UNIVF.RSALI8T CHURCH ’ Gospel Crusade meetings.
A highly Interesting meeting is
(By Court House, Rockland)
in store for the members of the
Rev. G. H. Wood
For social items in The Courier
Rockland Chamber of Commerce All Welcome!
16-lt Gazette. Phone 1044. City
t)
at the meeting to be held Tuesday
night at 7.30 at the Thorndike Ho
tel. Every member who can possi
bly arrange to spend an hour at
ELKS AND EMBLEM CLUBS
the session will be amply rewarded
for matters of prime Importance
will be discussed.
Among the topics on the agenda

Valentine Dinner Dance
SATURDAY, FEB. 13

NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Rockland Chamber of Commerce

AT THE ELKS CLUB

At the Thorndike At 7.30 P. M.
Serving 7.30 to 9.00 P. M.

ON AGENDA:

1. Committee Reports.
4. Convention Promotion.
5. Passible Action Required By
2, Highway Improv
Committee Reports.
J. New Building for Informs,
(. Any New Proposals.
lion Center.

10>lt

Donation $2.50 each
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Those Wishing To Donee Only—Not To Dino—11je per couple
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1 large increase in secondary pupil
I load must be expected in 1959. ac
cording to the figures by her. In
the meantime a steady Influx, at
the rate of about 200 for every
two years, may toe expected to cram
already crowded hlg schools.
The lively question and answer
period which followed gave the de
finite impression that the over
whelming majority of those present
was “For’’ any action now to an, ticipate the need for secondary
school facilities in years to come.
There was some doubt as to
whether one area school would be
1 the solution, or whether a couple
of junior high schools, and one
senior institution, would be the an
swer. The consensus was to leave
that to the study of the commit
tee, if and when appointed.
As a matter of regret that no
lefinite action was taken Wednes
day on the appointment of a steer
ing committee. But the matter is
,-noto by Barde not forgotten and Union P.TA. will
Union Parent-Teachers Association assembled about 200 interested persons Wednesday evening, from issue a call for another meeting on
ail over the county, to consider the need for a consolidated high school. Eminent educators and teachers
iresented the problem and answered questions from the floor. Present were, from left to right, Howard the same question in the very
In the meantime,
Hawes of Union, president of the host club; Dean Mark Shib’es of the Graduate Denartment, University of near future.
Maine; Mrs. Diana Pitts, head of the Latin Department, Rockland High and chairman of the Education much was accomplished Wednesday
Department, League of Women Voters; William Bailey, Deputy Commissioner of Education for the State
evening The ground was broken;
of Maine, and Mrs. Jack Ivarie, Union, chairman of the program committee for the Union PTA.
the idea was brought out into the
By Elmer Barde
United States and presented facts tion of secondary schools Just open; Knowledge opinions were
The movement for the establish- and figures In a masterly fashion.
how, when and where that should aired and the matter is, as goes the
ment of an Area High School, to He Informed his hearers that the be done is a lo~al matter, one to phrase in the service “Percolating,"
take care of present and future matter of secondary schooling, that be determined by the best minds of
needs of the Knox County second- la high schools, was definitely not the communit'es It will take time;
ary school needs, took a much con- a loeal matter but was of national it will require much thought, but a High School Boys
Crete shape at the meeting held concern. There was a time when beginning has been made in Knox To Hear Bowdoin
Wednesday evening at Thompson on'y those desiring to obtain higher County and he hoped that the
Memorial Hall of Union.
education, training for the pro- movement would gain sufficient Athletic "Great"
The Parent Teacher’s Associa- fessions such as education, law, momentum to bring fruit In closlon of Union issued the invitation medlclne’ «heology. etc. pursued a ing his remarks he urged his hear- And See Movies
for th» assembly and Mrs Jack Wgh sch°o1 course to its comple- ers to “thing about tomorrow; not
High School Boys’ Night will be
Ivarie. chairman of the Union PTA ««n, with a sprinkling of others who today. Think about the coming
held by the Bowdoin Knox-Linprogram committee, was in charge. | h°Ped that a little more than
generation "
coln-Wa'.do Club on Feb. 18, at
Howard Hawes, president of the avera?e grammar school training
William Bailey, Dpputy Com- Knox Hotel, Thomaston, with
PTA. was in the chair. Three out- ,woul(1 Qualify them better to enter missioner of Education for the High School boys showing an in
standing educators had been re- gainful employment. Those days state of Maine, was the next speak- terest in attending Bowdoin Col
quested to speak on the subject are °ver In 1880 the ratio of hlgh er. He subscribed to everything lege, as guests ol members and a
and their comments were well schtx>1 graduates to those eligible said t,y uean shib'.es but then en group of Bowdoin’s top level ath
was 1 to 312; today the same ratio tered the practical side of the prob.vorth listening to.
letes, and ooaches present in per
The Courier-Gazette has been runs 1 to 31 and is still going up ietn jjis questions were 1: What son. In addition to the fine din
aware for some time of the poten It is the rule rather than the ex- can we do apout it? and 2: How ner, those remarkable Bowdoin
tial need for a complete survey of ception for the child to complete can we do
athletic game movies will be
Knox County’s secondary educa high school. A high school diploma
Mr. Bailey stated that there is shown. What boy. or what loyal
tion. This newspaper has stated so is almost essential for the procure now a permissive provision in the i Bowdoin graduate, can refuse the
editorially and takes the means of ment of any kind of a job.
Maine laws for the consolidation of appeal of such a night?
this report to inform Its readers This country, according to Dr. high schools on the community or
Bowdoin graduates are asked to
Shibles. is due for a terrific in- district level. There is no manda- Invite promising boys from any
of what has transpired so far.
First of all. several PTA groups crease in high school population. [Ory provision and the initiative for high school In the area and be at
___ 6.30
_ _________
and the League of Women Voters Grammar school population has In- any consolidation must come from Knox Hotel at
on the night of
have shown an active interest In creased since World War n by Within the community. He agreed' Feb. 18 to meet and talk with the
the matter. Other civic minded more than a million; another mil- that the problem of High School' Bowdoin, athletic "greats” and
Individuals or groups have given It lion more is due to apply for ad- housing is becoming terrific and other graduates. The dinner will
much thought but it took the efforts mission to high schools when the that statistics prepared by the State' be served at 7 o’clock,
of the PTA at Union to crystalize crop of post war marriages reaches supported m every detail the pic- I Jack Magee, celebrated track
1 coach, will be the principal speakthe movement. The response to the 14. and that is not too far away. ture painted by Dr. Shibles
-all sent out bv Union was most Educators expect that by 1959, only 1 He urged that the matter be er and with him will be assistpneouraglng. Nearly 200 persons 5 years away, all existing high given much and careful study and ant coach of football, Frank
attended, in spite of inclement school facilities in the United offered the facilities of the State Sabestianskl who will show the
weather, and they came from all States will bulge at the seams and office or the purpose. He cautioned football and track movies and the
parts of tihe county. We were par will have become Inadequate. Knox his hearers that the road ahead of great Mel Totman co-captain of
ticularly pleased to note the pres .
__ 2?, v. vTnl them was long and tortuous; that the 1953 football team, as well as
ence of several members of various since schools cannot be build over it would require much hard work to a sterling track star.
school boards, of school superin night he congratulated the assem negotiate it and that they would
Ail Bowdoin Alumni who can
tendents. principals, teachers, and blage on being farsighted enough meet with many rebuffs along the he at the affair and who, it is
just plain tax payers, people who to want to do something about line.
hoped, will bring along a high
by virtue of their age had no longer the situation now.
Getting practical, he advised the shcool boy guest, or guests, are
any personal interest in the educa
Since theh’gh school has
be-I p.oup
appOmt a starting com- asked to call Alfred Strout, phone
tion of the coming generation; come thecommon school of
the i m<tteeIt would be
the function of Rockland 150 or Thomaston 158
they were just civic minded and in land Its purpose has changed and SUch a corrmit’ee to acqua’nt the as soon as possible and make dlnterested in anything for the good of the curriculum of the modern school, community with the needs of the ner reservations.
the community, whether now or represents that change. More and school system and to get local sup-----------------later.
better facilities in schools are re port for a survey. He believed the
For 'Ocial items In The CourierThe panel assembled was an out quired to prepare the students for best approach to the matter would Lazette Phone 1044. City
tf
standing one.
They knew their their future life. This better pre be through the selectmen, have
-----------------subject, they were able to present paration will bring dividends to the them appoint a representative of, FAVORITE POEM
it, and they were exceptionally keen community in the long run and any the community to form part of a
„ ,
my ]Jfe *
in replying to questions from the outlay made today to increase and central steering committee, to make *-Ould have made a rule to read
floor, and these were many. Each better school facilities is an in a detailed study of the needs, make some poetry and listen to tome
question was answered in a posi vestment in the future. Like all definite recommendations and then nusic at least once a week. The
tive manner and we were parti investments it does not necessarily „
«, Me,
I
"
cularly impressed by the sincere, have to be paid for today; those
Mrs. Diana Pitts spoke last, but
CONTENT
business-like, and thoughtful man benefitting from it will probably by no means least. Interested in!
ner of all present. Natually, there have to pay off a good share of the the subject as tax payer, as teacher Content. content, within a quiet
were many questions, but there was Indebtedness that must be incurred of renown, and as chairman of the AU
and ,u we meet;
no heckling.
now. Preparing them for better educational committee of the
outward gloom
Dr. Mark Shibles, Dean of the living today enables them to do so League of Women Vo’ers. she had Is like a folding arm about us
Graduate School at the University later.
pressed;
gathered a considerable amount of
of Maine, had the floor first. He
Based on his experience as a facts and figures which She was able A space to love in, and a space
to pray
spoke in general on the subject teacher, principal, and dean he is of to present to the very much inter
We find, content, content!
of secondary education in the the firm opinion that the small ested gathering. On the county
—Dora Greenwell.
high school, two to six teachers, is wide level her statistics supported
no longer efficient. The small in every detail the prognosis made
— NOTICE —
communities can only finance that by Dr. Shibles and Mr. Bailey.
C T. TIFFIN
The Office of
type of school and it is for that
The nine high schools now func- Building, Remodeling, Repairing
H. J. WEISMAN, M. D.
reason that he welcomes the move tioning in Knox County have
’
Estimates Free of Charge
Will Be Closed from
made in Knox County and other a pupil
load of 1,147 stu 47A GRANITE ST.
ROCKLAND
February 18 to April 1
communities of the State, to pool dents.
Grammar school sta
TEL. 152-J
16-17 resources in an areawlde combina- tistics show that an extremely
16-lt
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School Idea Gets Good Start

PRICES LOW on FOOD STUFFS

HEART FUND TEA
|

Wednesday, Feb. 10

Benefit Polio Fund

MONTHLY MEETING, TUESDAY, FEB. 9

-mi/foms /eave t/em t/eref

My Store at Walter Butler Square—North Main, Birch

From 3-5 P. M.

and Cedar Streets Is Ta Bo Closed.

At the Home of

CANNED GOODS AND FOOD STUFFS TO IE SOLD

Mrs. Douglas Brooks, Thomaston

AT LOW PRICES - NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED TO ATTEND

Norman Kai loch. Prop.
ie-it
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Tawday-Thuraday-Saturday
classes, held on Saturday mornings,
were unusually large. The average
number of children each Saturday
was about 60 persons during the
winter and spring of 1953.
Mrs. Cullen has also conducted
adult art classes on Tuesday eve
nings at the museum, with an en
rollment of 22 students during the
winter and spring of 1953 and a
slightly smaller enrollment during
the fall of 1953.
Mrs. Cullen is
very popular with both the young
and adult students and we are very
fortunate that she is willing to un
dertake the instruction of art at
the museum.

Farnsworth Museum Had Record 29,522
Visitors Last Year And Offered Many

Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

EDITORIAL

PROTECT OUR CHILDREN

pYhinitc

i raininrf I

Ann

laccac

The South School P. T. A. is interested in the matter of
sidewalks on the busy Broadway approach to that school.
Automobile traffic is heavy on Broadway, especially at the
hours of opening and closing of sessions of the big plant and
a great majority of the 423 pupils in the building travel afoot.
From Holmes street to Thomaston street there Is no side
walk. and no protection except a yellow' line at the side of
the road, supposed to keep motorists from Injuring the chil
dren, and even the psychological protection is invisible with
snow on the highway. Northward toward Park Street there is
a rudimentary path or sidewalk.
It is the urgent hope of the parents involved that at an
early date adequate sidewalks may be installed in this heavily
traveled school area.

Early American Decoration

Miss Polly Clement of Belfast
has conducted classes in early
American Decoration during the
months of April and May.

TURN BACK THE HANDS OF TIME
Recently among many letters
from the readers of this column
came one from the western part of
the county which contained this
question, "You often write of cer
tain ‘small talk' among birds which
you know. In your devotion to
them would this be premised to
give them more appeal to credu
lous readers, or is it factual to
some extent?”
Now that's what is called a
mighty gentle way of hinting that
I may stretch some of my bird
stories.
The cold facts of our wildlife
are found in the driest pages of
textbooks,
encyclopedias
and
manuals written by naturalists of
great renown, one of which I will
never become if I must write of
them in nothing but their animate
exactness .
Evidently my correspondent re
fers literally to the articulate
sounds of different species, with
the thought tn mind that most at
tention in really authentic b.rd
books is given to the. love song,
generally Identifying the birds by
its significance above all other
sounds which they make.
Such reasoning has its proper
place in the minds of people who
look upon the sunset as only the
end of another day or the rainbow
as only an indication of clearing
skies.
The “small talk" of birds to
which I often refer is very factual.
I have observed it for nearly a
half century and find it quite as
delightful to hear as many of the
widely known songs which hive
made certain birds famous.
Most cf the joy of hearing it is
my own belief that they are ac
tually conversing with one another
in a language quite as real and
understandable to them as our
is to us.
I admit I have put words of our
own language Into its meaning—
but without a little imagination
my acquaintance with the wonders
of nature could be a boring hobby.
You sit sometime on a woodsy
smelling knoll in the quiet woods
and wait to see which of the birds
whose voices you can hear will dis
cover you first.
Far and near your mind names
each by the song you were taught
to Identify it by—there may be a
dozen species within hearing dis
tance.
Presently a slight rustle in a
tall poplar beside you causes you to
look up and not ten feet over your
head is a tiny bluish backed bird
hitching itself along with perfect
ease on the underside of a large
limb. It has a black cap and is
mostly of soft gray and white un
der color and brownish short tail.
Silently it goes around and
around each limb to the very tip
and then drops to a lower one.
Another soon joins it and they
speak briefly to each other while
working all the while.
Suddenly they see you and begin
a chatter of “small talk" almost
oonatant, as they fix four beady
eyes on you and “shinny” head
downward along the trunk of the
tree in your direction, sometimes
going from side to side but always
down.
Can you sit there anji not be
lieve that they are talking?
A squirrel will come down a tree
behind you almost to your shoul
ders and talk behind your back.

but these little birds (if you
should turn around) will fly into a
tree where they can see your face
and do their tacking. They are
talking to me, not at me.
I like to think that one of these
little nuthatches says to the other
(in modern vernacular): “What’s
that big lummox doin’ in our
woods?” and the other little nut
hatch says (he being the male of
course) “The big sap, look, he
ain’t got no teeth and he’s bald
as an egg—’’ and then the other
little nuthatch
says, “Maim,
speakin’ of eggs, that reminds me,
I gotta get back to the nest.” And
away they go.

Maybe I've made my point a bit
ridiculous in this last paragraph,
but lt enhances the joy a hun
dredfold to believe they converse
as we do, in this undertone ef
"small talk" which all birds hav?
besides their well-known songs.
And if it were possible for me to
actually get the meaning of their
monotonous prattle I believe I
wculd glad y spend more time
trying to understand them than
some people do trying to under
stand one another.
The winter season never goes by
but I see some incident of snowfalling from a building and start
ling some bystander—which never
fails to remind me of an amusing
incident on Rockland’s main stem
during the era of trolley cars,
tough winters and derby hats, that
I shall never forget.
Came one famous winter when
Main street, sidewalks and all, be
came coated with several inches of
solid ice to the extent that a mam
moth street clearing bee was un
dertaken, and for several days
most everyone and their brother
and (some sisters) turned to, aug
mented by the big East Coast Fish
eries at the foot of Tillson avenue
w th mobile equipment and man
power.
It was a civic project which
probably saw the most democratic
assembly of citizens from nine to
ninety ever working on Main street.
The late Frank Winslow and I
attempted to cover the big event
with our cameras and our shots
.r.cudfd just about every Rockland notable and municipal digniiary at work, or at least leaning
or. a shovel, somewhere along the
line between the Berry Engine
house and the Brook.
After what seemed like rolls
and rolls of film we fina'ly decided
the event had been well covered
photographically, so we removed
our films and started for Jack
Pillsbury's to have them developed.
Frank was ever alert for news
ar.d as we passed what is now Senter's, he spied I. M. Taylor. Mrs.
Taylor and then postmaster John
Donohue, chatting in front of the
Thorndike .
Stepping to the edge of the curb
Frank waved a greeting ln their
direction and proceeded to cross
over to join them.
At that moment a large chunk of
frozen snow dropped from a win
dow sill, well up the side of the
Thorndike directly over John Don
ohue’s head.
Our warning shouts were too late
and the chunk landed squarely on
the crown of John’s derby hat.
Now John customarily wore his
derby high and with becoming i
dignity, tilted ever so slightly over
his forehead.
(Continued On Page Four)

THE NECESSITY FOR ACTION IS STERNLY APPARENT
It is highly enccuraging to us ‘o note the excellent at
tends e at the Area S he ol pane’, session of the Union
P.T.A., held at Thom.sc. Memorial on a night when motor
travel was unp’easant and hazardous. Even more encourag
ing was the point that the 200 men and women who braved
the elements and proved their keen interest in this vitally
important ma ter came from all orners of the county. Pos
sibly most imports-t of all was the fact that the audience
included intensely school-minded citizens and town and
school authorities from practi-ally every town in the area,
men and women from whom action can be expected.
Three top-level speakers discussed this matter—Dean Mark
Shibies of Universit of Maine, William Bailey of the State
Department of Education, and our own Diana Pitts. The first
two covered admirably the problems tc be met ar.d overcome
a hie'ing the area school—its advantages, i s possible defo ts ai.d told of the long and arduous struggle which must
be e;:p-- te,., oitcn-titr.es with discouragements on every hand,
b f re the goal cat. be achieved.
It was Mrs Pitts w o presented the unhappy existing
situation, of the high schools of the county, and with the deft,
sure, strokes of a surgeon laid bare the huge growth that Ine tably must be handled five years hence, as proven irrevo ab.;, by he almost shock.ng increase of the present ele
mentary schools of the oounty, with numbers still sky
rocketing.
As a unit, Knox County folks accept their bounden duty
to adequately educate their young. The problem is staggering
as we face the future, yet there was no evidence of evasion at
the Union session, which included a true cross section of our
citizens—rich and poor, old and young, and those with chil
dren and without.
The problem was accepted, the facts were faced frankly,
and tlie long, hard road of study, investigations, organization
and financing, was soberly admitted.
The vital first hurdle of preliminary organization was
discussed and suggestions made that local authorities pro
ceed with the appointment of temporary representatives for
an organizing group.
We have full faith that the existing authorities will set
about this first imperative step at once—the necessity for
prompt and courageous action is sternly apparent.

FOR SALE

TROUBLE-FREE MOTORING

SKOWHEGAN BOAT & CANOE CO.

STARTS AT THE FILLING STATION of

NORRIDGEWOCK, MAINE

ROLAND A. GENTHNER
SERVICE STATION - - - OARAGE

NEW CONTY RD.

ROCKLAND

— BID NOTICE —
The

Kmx

County Commissioners will receive bids for

o year's supply of Bunker C Oil for the Court House.
Bids must be in by February 15.

The Commissioners reserve the right fo reject any
and all bids.

Mrs. Helen Lamb of Rockland
has been instructing in designing
booked rugs and the techniques
employed in hooking rugs.
Her
classes, which commenced in Janu
ary, were fully enrolled and con
tinued to the middle of May. Due
to the popular demand of this type
of instruction, Mrs. Lamb again of
fered her classes in the fall of 1953
with a full enrollment.
Weaving

Marie Phelps, of Camden, an out
standing weaver and designer of fa
brics, taught a class in weaving
luring the spring of the past year.
As each student must work upon
a loom the classes were limited to
six persons.

OUR CONSCIENCE GIVES A TWINGE
The dreary months of hibernation for baseball fans is
nearing its end. The sports columns are filled with pre
spring training player trades and the most unwary of the
prognosticators are beginning to say this and that. Casey
Stengel is even starting to sing his perennial song of "We
ain’t got a chanet.”
All this fills us with joy at the prospect of once more
rolling on toward Fenway Park with a car full of con
genial souls, yet a chance thought dragged forth a twinge
of conscience.
We can remember back to last August when we listened
with small patience and many undignified side remarks to
the announcers’ seemingly endless pleas and the circus stunts
midfield in behalf of the Jimmy Fund—with the game held
up of course.
Yet this same generously but grudgingly supported Jimmy
Fund has provided treatment without charge for 1,296 chil
dren afflicted with malignant diseases, 211 being handled this
year. It is a magnificent piece of public service by baseball
authorities, fans and patriotic theatre managers. We are
proud of being a part of it, though now ashamed of growling
about it.
Curt Gowdy—go just as far as you like in ’54. It will
be O. K. by me.

OLD ESTABLISHED

26

Designing and Hooking Rugs

- In this issue under the heading of "Backward—Turn
Backward" appears a story by Dr. John B Alexander, an
educator of national repute, In which he allows his mind to
drift over his boyhood years on North Haven. There is a
beauty and wholesomeness In the telling that reaches deep
into the recollections of every reader’s own adolescent years.
Nostalgia is robbed of its inherent pain by the thoughtful
words of the writer—“You don’t have to go back—the folks
you knew, the familiar scenes and sounds and scents, the
cherished experiences—they are still with you in memoryonly waiting to be called back like hidden treasures just
beneath the surface of here and now.”
You will be better for the reading of this story.

Fl’LLY EQUPPED — Capable of handling fifteen te nineteen
men. Readv to go into business. Building 40 x 120.

Priced

To Sell

Write

. L M. BENNER
23 OSBORNE STREET
FAIRFIELD, MAINE

Should

Go GI

ruuwj uj>

By Wendell Hadlock

The William A. Farnsworth Li
brary and Art Museum has had a
most successful year of 1953. At
tendance has increased over pre
vious years. Ay exhibitions have
been well received by the general
public and the press. Our program
of instruction has broadened its
base and now offers additional
classes in the various fields of arts
and crafts.
Attendance in classes of formal
instruction, lectures and demon
strations has increased noticeably
during the last year.
As in previous years persons ex
pressing the’r thoughts on the mu
seum have been most complimen
tary when speaking of the indi
vidual exhibitions, musical pro
grams and lectures, and the general
appearance of the museum. They
have emphasized especially the
friendly attitude of the museum
staff, remarking tlhat it is the first
museum that they have visited
where they felt their interest in art
or a cultural program was appre
ciated.
The total attendance for the year
of 1M3 was 29,522, an increase of 20
per cent over the previous year.
The attendance at this museum
durlng the past year is approximately ICO per cent greater than
that of similar institutions in
Maine New Hampshire, and parts
of Massachusetts. In all instances
where we have compared figures of
the attendance of other museums
we find that those institutions are
located in areas of far greater po
pulation than Rockland. Thus we
are indeed fortunate to be able to
attract an attendance three times
greater than the population of the
town in which we are situated.
The article which appeared in the
May 2, 1953. issue cf The Saturday
Evening Post was responsible for
an increase of about 1000 persons
during the summer months. There
fore, it may be seen that our
grow’th is not confined to those
months when the summer visitors
■most frequently come to the mu
seum.

Design In Industries

Other exhibits which were out
standing, in that they received
more than the usual amount of fa
vorable comments, were the Design
in Iudustries of Rockland. Illustra
tions by’ Janet Laura Scott, StoryBook Displays from the Camden
Library, The Penobscot Bay Crafts
men Handicrafts, the Exhibition of
Eastern Steamship Lines, loaned by
the Peabody Museum of Salem,
Mass., and Talbot Aldrich’s oils.
The Design in Industries of
Rockland exhibit was made up en
tirely from design elements taken
from industries of Rockland.
In
the exhibit it was shown that, re
gardless of the industry, design
in the process of manufacture or in
plays a most important part either
the manufactured goods themselves.
Industries represented were: Bicknell Manufacturing Co., makers of
steel tools; The Holmes Packing
Co., representing the fishing industry, and emphasis being placed upon the design of the boats, weirs,
the canning plants, and the canned
goods themselves; the Woodcraft
Shop, and its emphasis upon design in wood; Morgan C. Elmer
Inc., design in building; the Dra
gon Cement Co., design in heavy
construction; Hocking Granite In
dustries, design in stone; Whltmoyer Laboratories, design in plant
construction; and The Courier-Ga
zette, design in printing.

Exhibitions

| —tSe

Oreco-Amencan

U. of M. Courses

During the winter and spring of

Maine and, like the exhibition of a
year ago, it proved to be most popu
lar. The Grecian material was
gathered from Rockland. Portland,
Bangor, and other parts of Maine,
and was under the general super
vision of Mrs. Litza Vardavoulis of
Rockland.

We have endeavored to present a
well balanced program of fine arts
wltn a total of 40 exhibitions on
view during the year. It will be
noted in reading the schedule of
exhibitions that our selections, al
though conservative, have not over
looked other schools of thought.
We believe that in presenting our
program we have raised the quality j
and increased the variety of ex-,
hibitions in an attempt to present i
the type of art understood and apj predated by all visitors. As in the
past, the greater percentage of our
exhibits were the works of those
artists of the eastern United States ‘
and particularly of Maine.
The exhibition of Stephen Et- ‘
nier’s oils, borrowed from tjie artist,
museums, and independent owners
was the major show of the year, and
; was hung ln the Main and North
. Galleries during the month of Au
gust and the first two weeks of Sep
tember. His paintings were greatly
appreciated by all visitors to the
museum and received very favor
able publicity in the press. During
the time that his exhibit was on
v’ew we had a total attendance of
50C0 persons.
During the winter of 1952 we pre
sented an exhibition of the Finnish
Fo’k Art in America, which proved
to be one of the most popular at
tractions exhibited at the museum
during the year. In March of 1953

we presented another ethnic group
14-1S

sullen

The Greco-American show in March featured the costumes, arts and crafts and customs of Greece.
Many participants were costumed, as was tbe group above, coming from Bangor and Portland.

pnoto oy cuiien
The industrial design exhibit included a section devoted to Early
American furniture with the Woodcraft Shop showing several reproduc
tions. Mrs. Edward Gordon is pictured in one of the settings.

a merry-go-round on which legen 1953, the director taught a course
dary characters were riding, and a in arts and crafts for which the
revolving stage which presented student was given academic credit
many of the well-known fairy tale at the University of Maine. The
characters such as Eo-peep, Red course ln arts and crafts, a Joint
Riding Hood and Lord Fauntleroy. ! undertaking between the FarnsThe Penobscot Bay Craftsman's ' worth Museum and the University
exhibit presented some of the fin of Maine, consisted of a series of
Book Illustrations
est craftsmanship of this region, lectures and demonstrations in va
Janet Laura Scott’s Illustrations
and was held at a time of the year rious fields of craftsmanship.
had tremendous appeal to visitors
Instructors included Carroll Tha
when persons interested in crafts
of the museum for in many in
manship most frequently visit the yer Berry of Rockport and Mrs.
stances they were familiar with the
Worth Kaufmann of South Thomas
museum.
books and illustrations, and were
ton.
The
exhibit
of
Eastern
Steamship
pleased to know that Janet Scott
Beginning in September and end
Line
boats
was
particularly
appreis Mrs. Carroll Berry of Rockport.
I ciated by those persons of this re- ing ln December of 1953 a second
Camden Display
| glon who were familiar with and course “Culture Areas of the
The Story Book display from the had, in many instances, sailed up World” was taught at the museiftn.
Camden Library was an exhibit of on these ships.
Music
fairy tale characters, made into
Five musical programs, present
The paintings of Talbot Aldrich
four separate exhibits by the libra were very well received and at ing outstanding talent in music of
rian and the janitor of the Camden
tracted an unusually large attend this area, were presented at the
Public Library. All the exhibits
museum during the past year. Each
ance.
were electrically operated and con
program was well attended. Oua
Classes
of
Instruction
sisted of a ferrls wheel with Mother
musical recitals have received many
Goose characters operating and
Mrs. Sidney Cullen has conducted comments, all of which are most
riding on the wheel; an electric art classes in the museum during complimentary, and the preaentatrain passing over London Bridge; the past year. The children’s art
< Continued on Page Eight)

”
Pnoui by cuuen
__ ___
___ ______
Tbe
story book
exhibit drew favorable comment and waa sot ap in tbe Oak Gallery. Above, workara
prepare aa elaborate minlatare railroad exhibit for showing.

peoplea of (rom the Camden PubllcUbrazy
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Chaplain's Special

TALK OF THE TOWN
Wednesday at 6 p. m.. there will
be a parish supper at the Universalist Church, sponsored by the
Tonian Circle with Miss Katherine
Veazie, chairman, and followed by
a program of color-sound motionpictures “New Horizons of the Old
Southland." “Fine China.” and
“The Cow and I.'

Coming Events
f Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased.
Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted The decision of
the editor is final.1
Feb. 4-7 — Bates College Winter
Carnival weekend.
Feb. 7—"Four Chaplains Day”
Feb. 8—National Boy Scout Week
Observance
Feb. 6-7—State of Maine jumping,
Cross-Country and Combined
Ski events, Rumford.
Feb. 10—BPW Club meeting, Farns
worth Museum.
Feb. 10—Lincoln Dinner of Repub
licans at Snow Bowl.
Feb. 10—At Warren, one-act play
contest, auspices the high school.
Feb. 10—Rockland District Maine
Diocesan Council of Catholic
Women meets at Thomaston in
St. James Parish Hall.
Feb. 11—The Rockland Extension
Association will meet in the
American Legion Home.
Feb. 12—Finnish and American
Polio Dance. Community Bidg.
Feb. 12—W.C.T.U. will meet with
the Misses Young, 100 North
Main St.
Peb. 14-19—Youth Gospel Crusade
Meetings at the Firsit Baptist
Church each night.
Feb. 19 — Women’s Educational
Club meets in Farnsworth Mu
seum.
Feb. 19—Methebesec Club meets
with Mrs. Joseph Dondis, 69
Beech street.
Feb. 21-22—The 41st Annual East
ern Dog Show, Mechanics Bldg.,
Boston.
Peb. 24—BPW Club Meeting. Farns
worth Museum
Peb. 26—Frances Willard Day. pro
gram and tea
March 3—Ash Wednesday. Lent
begins.
March 5—Temperance Day in the
Schools.
April 1—Comdr. Donald B. MacMil
lan to lecture at Community
Building, auspices the Rockland
Teachers’ Association.

Sermon Sunday

A representative from the Social
Security Administration ofTice in
Augusta will be at the Rockland
Post Office Building. Second Floor
on Monday. Feb. 8 from 12.30 to 2.30
p. m. Residents of Rockland and
nearby towns who wish to file
claims for federal Old-Age and
Survivors Insurance or obtain in
formation should call upon this
representative who is in the Rock
land Post Office Building, Second
Floor, every Monday.

Word has reached Rockland
friends and admirers of Lloyd N.
Lawrence that he has won a smash
ing victory in the annual Sarasota
Championship
Tournament for
Bowling on the Green. A large
gallery was present during the con
tests and Mr. Lawrence was warmlycongratulated by citizens and con
testants alike. By special arrange
ment the Mayor of the town was
present and following a congratu
latory speech, presented Mr. Law
rence with the annual Tournament
grand prize of $.75.
Kenneth Overlock, 16. who was
struck by a Jeep station wagon on
US 1 near Dexter street In Thom
aston on Jan. 15, has been dis
charged from Knox Hospital. The
I boy remained unconscious for
several days after the accident.

The
condition
of
Thomas
Knight, 38. of Frankfort, critically
injured in a sawmill accident in
Waldoboro Wednesday afternoon,
is reported by Knox Hospital efficials to be improved. He sustained
injuries which necessitated the
amputation of his right arm at
THE WEATHER
the shoulder.
Also, severe jaw
Seasonal weather following the and facial cuts.
protracted thaw.
Snow blanket
thinned and ice entirely gone from
A Warren couple really got a
Main Street, due to the energetic
highway department rather than trade in a Thomaston grocery
the rain. Ice in Lermond's Cove I store the other afternoon. Seems
getting pretty jtack and those fel i that they made a small purchase or
lows better get their smelt houses two in the store and received their
ashore else they'll become sub . groceries neatly stowed away in a
marines. Days are longer, sun is paper bag which was going around
warmer and the goose hangs high. ■ for the second or third time When
Three "great” birthdays next they got home, the Mrs. removed
week—Lincoln on the 12th, Wm i the food items, plus a one dollar
Henry Harrison on the 9th and i bill, stuck on the bottom of the bag.
Boy Scouts all week. Only one They had spent Just 77 cents in
birthday of note this week and not j the store. Bet they examine all
an ex-president at that. It is bags in the future. Bet the storeMarguerite Johnson’s, she of The j keeper does, too, after "he reads this,
Courier-Gazette's linotype staff, ; especially those used bags he salcelebrated Friday with cakes, 1 vages and smooths out neatly for
cookies, 'n everything. She's gained ' re-use.
nine pounds, not all today though.
MARRIED
Stevens-Burns — At Boothbay
The new address of Pvt. John
Chisholm is 917 Medical Company Harbor Jan. 25. Arthur B. Stev! ens of Boothbay Harbor and Lois
(AMB) (SEP) Fort Jackson, S. C. Burns of Rockport.—by Rev ForI rest F. Fowle.
Ralph Fowler, wood merchant at
DIED
Monaghan—At Rockland, Feb. 5.
Tne Brook, is recuperating from a
severely cut arm, sustained while > Mary H. Monaghan of Long Cove,
j age 73 years. Funeral Monday
operating a power saw.
He re I at 2.30 p. m. from St. John’s Epis
mained at Knox Hospital briefly copal Church. Thomaston. Interfor treatment but will be kept I ment in Wiley’s Corner, North
from active work aroupd six weeks. Parish Cemetery.
' He is able to keep an eye on his
Stack pole—At Rockland. Feb. 4
business, however.
Walter T. Stackpole of St. George
Road, Thomaston, age 73 years.
The most beautiful car ever pro Funeral Sunday, 2 JO p. m_. at the
duced, the Cadillac for *54, is now [ Russell Funeral Home, Rockland
Interment in Thomaston. Rev. J.
on display at Fireproof Garage. I! Charles
MacDonald of the First
This automobile is the all time Baptist Church. Rockland, will offi
.pride and joy of the foremost fine- ciate.
car builder of the nation. See it at
Creamer—At West Waldoboro.
Fireproof Garage. •
Feb. 3, Edith E. Creamer of Wal
Public Card Party, G.A.R. Hall, doboro, age 80 years. Funeral
Monday, Peb. 8, at 2 p. m. spon Sunday at 10.30 a. m. at the resi
dence of Agnes Creamer, West
sored by Ruth Mayhew Tent.
Waldoboro. Interment In German
«
16-lt Lutheran Cemetery-

Assistant Fire Chief Joe King is J
soon to be a surgical patient In a j
Portland hospital where he will re
ceive treatment for an eye con j
dition. In his absence, Lieutenant '
George Brackett will act as assist
ant chief.

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to See YOU About

TELEVISION
89-S-tf

\

Our Professional
Affiliations
enable ua to serve at
distant points prompt
ly and efficiently.
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DAYIsFUNERAlHOMfS
BURPEE
Funeral Home

"Sea Of Glory"

At the Unlversalist Church this
Sunday at the 11 a. m. service, both
Boy Scout Week and American Le
gion “Four Chaplains” Sunday will
be recognized. A sjjecia! Invitation
is extended to members and par
ents of the new Cub Scout Pack
sponsored by the church and to
members of the Rockland Legion
Post No. 1 and to the Auxiliary
members to be present.
Special sermon by Rev. and Cha
plain George H. Wood will be "Sea
of Glory." the story of the Pour
Chaplains — Protestant, Catholic.
Jewish—who on board the troop
ship "Dorchester” sailed to a ren
dezvous with destiny in the icy seas
off Labrador on a January night in
1943. “Sea of Glory” will tell of
these four great American lives,
how they grew and lived, the hero
ic manner of their death, and the
glory which lives on after them
Legionnaires in uniform will be the
special greeters of the day.

The interior of the H. H. Crie
hardware store is undergoing ex
tensive alterations. A long unused
Main street entrance area has been
torn out to enlarge the store area
and the balcony section has been
removed. A new store front with
glass doors is soon to be started.
An entirely different sales and dis
play floor will result, as well as en
larged plumbing arid electrical de
partments.
Rockland firemen decided this
week on two dates important in
iheir annual calendar. First, the an
nual banquet of the department, to
which some 200 persons are invited,
is scheduled for the evening of
Thursday, March 18. On April 20.
the department will stage its Fire
men's Ball at the Community
Building to raise funds for uniforms
for the men of the volunteer de
partment.

Mrs. Kennedy Crane. Jr., Tillson
Farm. Glen Cove will be among the
300 alumnae from all parts of the
United States who will attend the
31st annual session of the Wellesley
College Alumnae Council, Feb Il
ls at Wellesley, Mass.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of my dear
mother, Clara E. Staples, who
passed away Feb. 7, 1950.
Sunshine passes, shadows fall.
Love's remembrance outlasts all.
And though the years be many or
few
They are filled with remem
brance dear Mother of you.
Her loving daughter,
16”lt
Gladys E. Staples
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT

Another link in our fraternal
circle has been severed.
The
great Master has called our be
loved Brother Charles M. Gard
ner. author of "The Grange Friend
of the Farmer” and High Priest
Emeritus of the Assembly of De
meter, to that Great Grange
above. Brother Gardner was a
shining example of a true granger,
In thought, word and deed.
Therefore. Be it resolved, that
iMt. Pleasant Grange No. 185
deeply mourns the loss of our be
loved Brother and we extend our
heartfelt sympathy to the family,
and
Be it Resolved, that our charter
be draped for thirty days in
tribute to our departed Brother,
and
Be it further Resolved, that a
copy of these resolutions be spread
on our records, a copy sent to Tilt
Courier-Gazette and one to the
Grange Herald for publication.
Earl M. Tolman.
Oliver W. Counce,
Frances I. Tolman,
»
Comm, on Resolutions.
16-lt

Established 1830

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEL. 396

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN

110 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

FOR 71 YEARS
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An urgent request has been re
ceived by the editor of The CourierGazette for a photograph of the
late Oliver Otis, editor for many
years of the Rockland Opinion. The
picture is wanted by a Waterville
organization for publication in an
historical manuscript. Please send '
photo to The Courier-Gazette of
fice. care of John M. Richardson
It will be carefully handled and
returned intact to its owner.

RUSSELL

Good By Comparison

Funeral Home

PHONE THOMASTON 175

• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Tv

Chester Brooks

Francis L. Tillson

WARREN
TEL 98
CAMDEN
TEL 2151
KiMX-UBMlB-Walds OMBttSS

CARPENTER

l-«

and BUILDER
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William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

Bus Line Standings

Line Tournament which comes up
after midwinter vacation.
The Junior High’s fourth period
aggregation ran up 26 points, quite
a period output for a junior high
team to say nothing of any other
age group.
Charlie Mahoney was high man
for the Junior High with 22 points
while Thomaston's best bet was
Ifemev with 18.
Rockland <62i: Brown, If, 5;
Demmons, If. 1; Miller, If: Vose. rf,
4 (3>: Dorr. rf. (1): Witham. rf;
Mahoney, c. 10 (2); Shaw, c; La
Croix, lg. 1; Coakley, lg. 1 ri*;
Glover, rg, 4 (3): Rundle’.t. >g
Thomaston (27); Minot 11. (2);
Cook. If. (1); Upam, rf: Flint, c,
8 (2); Ifemey. lg. (3): Reynolds, rg.
(3).
Rockland
12 28 36 62
Thomaston
l 9 16 27
Referees: Jameson, Stone.
• « • •
Ted Richard’s Rockport quintet
plagued with over-confidence for
three periods, found themselves in
the fourth quarter and downed
hapless Owl's Head 43-13 Thursday
afternoon at Rockport,
In that fourth period onslaught,
Rockport came within a point ol
doubling their output for the first
three periods. Rockport had 22
points at the end of the third per
iod and came up with 21 in the
last quarter.
Mondine, Winslow, and Dieta
each scored five field goals for the
young Beavers with Winslow add
ing a foul shot to his total for high
honors
Montgomery led Owl'a
Head, and his six point total repre
sented nearly half of their entire
output.
Rockport (43): Wentworth, If,
2; Pendleton. If; Dietz, If. 5; Wins
low. rf, 5 (1); Turner, rf; Mondine.
c. 5; O. Starr, 2 (1); Graffam, lg;
D Starr, rg. 1: Pound rg. (1);
Crockett, rg.
Owl's Head (13): Murray, If;
Heath, If: Butnam. rf: Tinker, rf,
1 (2); Montgomery, c. 2 (2); Kel
ley, c: Lindsey, lg.tl);Edwards,
lg; Walker, rg. 1; Louis, rg.
Rockport
9 17 22 43
Owl’s Head
4
7 11 13
Referees: Sutherland.Farley,

SERVICE

Sharp, clear TV images; staticfree radio reception . . . these
watching and listening pleasures
are yours when yon rely on ns
for prompt, efficient service and
repairs.

Priced from $229.00 up

Richards

Radio Television

Maine Office-Showroom, Thomaston

.

THOMASTON, MAINE
TEL 178-4

is-8.tr

SOUTHIE-CAMDEN ONE POINT SCRAP

Won Lost
It was only recently that the sud had never heard of a forecast of
Rockland Junior High
9
0
den realization came over me that holiday traffic deaths.
6
3
Have you ever wished to go back South School
the coastwise steamboats are gone.
Rockport
6
3
to
those
days?
When
I
was
grow

All gone ana long gone. Oh. I had
Camden
2
5
ing
up.
I
used
to
look
at
hand-hewn
read articles on old time steamboats
Thomaston
2
5
beams,
stone
walls
and
crude
hand
in the Rockland Courier-Gazette,
Owl's Head
0
9
and I had crossed the Bay on a tools and wish I might have lived
South Schoolremained in
the
in
that
earlier
century.
Sometimes
diesel driven boat, the North Haven
The Observance Sunday of “Four II. But still the fact didn't pen even now. when I think about my thick of the battle for second place
Chaplains Day' has a special sig etrate that what has always seemed boyhood. I should like to go back by scoring a one point decision over
Camden in a closely fought game
nificance for Mrs. Clinton Reed of
as much a part of the coast as the for a little while to 56 years ago,
9 Limerock street because she was spruces and the mud-flats had dis before all these changes took place. played at Rockland High School
soloist In the Methodist Church of appeared. Through all the days of
This past summer, traveling The period lead changed hands at
the end of each quarter with
Clinton, Vt., where the minister
my childhood and young-manhood through the Province of Newwas Rev. Mr. Pox. one of the “four the sound of steamboat whistles Brunswick and up into the Evange South School on top for the change
which ended the game 36-35.
chaplains.”
and the sight of steamboats on the line Country, I had a glimpse of
South School took a 20-14 lead at
what
it
would
be
like.
We
saw
Bay had been a daily experience
I the end of the first half, but saw
The regular monthly meeting of
many
people
on
foot
or
in
buggies.
Whenever one traveled. It had been
Camden forge to the front at the
the Tyler School P.T.A. will be held
by steamboat. Now it must be by and there were few automobiles,
end of the third quarter 25-24 as a
on Monday evening at 7.30. Follow
motor boat, train or bus—never The-V were in the midst of haying.
ing a short business session, the
| Everywhere in the fields were two- result of 6outhie’s scoring but four
again by steamer.
points to Camden's 11.
meeting will be turned over to Mrs
But as I have thought about it. I h°rse mowing machines, one-horse
Fred Verrlll’s five retook the lead
Lawrence Lord and Mrs. Frank another memory has come back. -akes. high-sides hayracks piled
Winchenbach, co-chairmen of the Even when there were steamboats, ^ar above the rail standing in- and increased their point spread to
36-31 with less than two minutes
Tyler Fair to be held on March 19 there had been another way of traopen big barn doors, and men
They will discuss matters on this vel, an older way. by sail. There swinging scythes and pitchforks, to play, but Camden closed the
subject. Refreshments will be was a time when there were always ^ow 1 wanted to pull up, jump out gap to 36-35 with 30 seconds left
served by First Grade Room schooners, four, five, even six-mast- ant* tjear a hand! It would have to play.
The picture was gloomy for
Mothers. Mrs. John Kennedy and ers. sailnig up and down Penob been like going back 50 years.
South School at this time for they
Mrs. Robert Hastings, and their scot Bay or through the Thorough
But while at times I have in
had just lost their best rebounder,
committee.
fare. When I was a boy Job Phil- dulged in sentimental daj- dreams Russ Lunt, on fouls and A1 Dins
and
pleasant,
nostalgic
yearnings,
George Hamlin would have been brook’s packet plied regularly be
more was on the line for the Ju
common sense has at last tri
an invaluable guide to Lewis & tween Pulpit Harbor and Camden.
nior Mustangs for two shots. A1
umphed. and I am ready to admit
One
of
my
earliest
recollections
is
Clark or Daniel Boone in their ex
missed both shots, but Camden con
what I have known all along: you
plorations for he has an uncanny of being aboard her myself, of
trolled the board and the final 30 Castine Middies
can't go back. You can’t even go
knack of locating hidden treasures watching cedar shingles unloaded,
seconds were played in Rockland's
back
to
your
old
home
or
your
Yesterday he came up with one of and once a cow—.
defensive territory. Camden tried Sail At Noon
And then all at once sail was home towii—not really Oh. you three floor shots at the goal, con
the huge, old fashioned kerosene
may go back to the place, but it
gone.
And
that,
too.
came
to
me
lamps originally used in the Abbott
nected on none of them, and South Today For South
I suddenly. Watching the Bay every is not the same home, not the same
& Co. Store In Miller Block. It
School shakily walked off the floor
The Maine Maritime Academy
not the
j day, delighting in the occasional town. The people are
a 36-35 victor.
had twin burners and an unusual
training ship “State of Maine,” is
destroyers or great battleships on same: many are gone, all are
Top scorer for the game was A1
device whereby it could be extin
Living
conditions
are Dinsmore of Camden with 20 scheduled to leave Castine at noon
the trial course. I woke up all at older.
guished by the pulling of a cord.
once to the realization that the sail not the same all of the changes points, most scored on long sets today. Carrying over 250 officers
and midshipmen, the 7000 ton
we've talked of and many others
A heavily loaded truck, carry ing vessels had gone.
and running one handers, while
training ship is bound for the Ca
Of
course
this
disappearance
of
have
taken
place.
The
very'
physi

ing logs from Wood Island in QuanSteve Duncan had 14 to lead South
tabacook Pond in Searsmont to the steam and sails only symtomatlc of cal appearance of the landscape is School, six of these coming via the ribbean area, where it will stop at
five foreign and two American
mainland -broke through the ice a great varity of changes that have different.
foul route.
ports before returning to Castine
But I've made another wonder
last Saturday. Escaping from the been going on this past half century
South School (36): Demass. If; on March 28. •
cab of the truck as it settled were No more than 30 years ago the east ful discovery. You don’t have Johnson, If. 4 (1); Ripley, rf, (1);
The “State of Maine” was origi
Lawrence Robbins and Donald ern part of the country, at least, to go back. What you really want Lunt. c. 5 2); McCluskey, c; T.
nally scheduled to leave Castine on
Howard. Both were soaked in the was laced with electric trolley lines to go back to, the folks you knew, Smith, lg; Duncan, rg. 4 (6).
Friday. Jan. 29. but ar. extra week
chilly waters of the pond, but man —not' Just in the cities, but con the familiar scenes and sounds and
Camden (35): Bennett, If, 3 (2);
aged to get free of the log laden necting cities. One of my uncles, scents, the cherished experiences— Litchfield, rf; Milliken, rf: Carr. c. silent at the shipyard in Portland
necessitated a change In the sail
a traveling salesman, used to tell us they are all still with you in mem
vehicle as it went to bottom.
(1); Dinsmore, lg, & (2); Talbot, rg. ing date. However, the change will
of covering as much as two hundred ory, only waiting to be called back. 3.
not effect the original times for
Howard Kenniston. who has miles, in a single trip, all on trol They lie like hidden treasures just South School
7 20 24 36 scheduled stops on the itinerary,
been a surgical patient at Knox ley lines. Even at the time I was beneath the surface of the here and Camden
8 14 25 35
and the ship is expected to arrive
Hospital, is making a satisfactory in college, we traveled regularly now.
* • • •
in Ponce. Puerto Rico, first port of
recovery at his home and will be from Lew-iston, back and forth to
As I started for the boat to leave
Referee: Johnson.
call,
on Saturday. Peb. 13.
available for painting and paper Portland. Brunswick. Augusta or the Island after my last trip home.
Rockland Junior High won their
Acquired in September of 1953,
even Waterville, on the Inter-ur I cut through a once familiar back ninth straight Bus Line contest
hanging after Feb. 15.
ban and never doubted it would be yard and came face to face with Thursday afternoon by overwhelm the "State of Maine." is the new
vessel for the Maine Mari
TOO LATE TO OLASSIFY there for our grandchildren to use a young woman (younger anyway ing Thomaston 62-27 at Thomaston training
But I had hardly graduated before than I!) hanging out clothes. I in a game which the outcome was time Academy . She was the form
CELLARS to clean or other odd the lines were all abandoned, one by apologized for tresspassing, and never in doubt after the opening er hospital ship “Comfort," which
jobs wanted. $1 per hour, best ol one. Ano I witnessed the same
saw service in the Pacific during
then although she seemed a strang whistle.
references. TEL. 1395-M after 4
World War n, and later in the At
change in Massachusetts Connecti er. some faint chime from long age
Coach
Martin
of
the
Junior
High
p. m.
16*18
cut and New York. Everywhere It prompted me to ask, "Are you an spent the whole game trying to find lantic under the Military Sea
ATTRACTIVE fum. Apt. to let.
Transportation Service.
Island girl?”
his best combination for the Bus
heated, oent. location. Accommo was the same.
The ship is complete with all mo
The
big
geography
books
which
date 2 or 3 adults. References
"Why, yes." she said, "This place
dern training facilities which in
TEL. 1620.
16-18 we studied in grammar school des is my old home.”
catching one another in the warm
cribed and pictured Maine indus
I groped for a name and brought May dark. Only the memory of be cludes new radar and navigational
tries.
Prominent among them out the wrong one. Then, as she ing young together, when life it instruments Installed in Portland,
That Generations ,
were two great river businesses: corrected me, vivid and real as when self was exciting, and we could and a modern engine room with the
latest in operational devices.
logging and the natural ice indus it happened long ago. came a mem laugh without knowing why.
to Come may
The 1954 cruise will cover over
try. Both had disappeared before ory.
That was all, but I went on to
Rtmtmbtr
I ever had a chance to see them in
Instantly, without thought or pre catch the boat with a lighter heart. 6000 miles and the following ports
operation. In 1922, when my family amble, I said. “Do you remember It is true that m,v old birth place, will be visited: Ponce, Puerto Rico;
moved to Dresden. Maine, only one the night we hung the May bas the quiet town of the turn of the Port au Prince, Haiti; Cartagena,
Colombia; Kingston, Jamacia; San
of the giant ice-house along the kets?”
century, no longer ^xists as I knew
Kennebec remained standing. And
And I saw that she did remem It. And I shall no longer expect tiago. Cuba; Baltimore. Md, and
it was torn down that year.
ber. She even blushed. Not that to go back to that town. But I Portland. The ship will arrive in
And think of the shift from horses there was anything to blush about, shall continue to revisit it as it is Portland on Friday, March 26. for
to auto-motive machinery! How- only the memory of being part of whenever I may, accepting the a two day visit.
exciting it was to live through! And a high school group riding in an changes, but now. more than ever,
For social Items in The Cou
then one day we looked around at old model T Ford, chasing and consciously jn search of those hid
Gazette. Phone 1044. City.
the farms, the roads, the city
den treasurer of shared memories.
streets and began to miss what was
Dr. John B. Alexander
Advertise in The Courier-Gai
gone. We began to recall the sight
and sound and smell and feel of
horses and harnesses and all that
CALL
1 3 7 1 - for Heat Packed
went with them—the blacksmith,
RANGE AND FUEL OIL
the harness maker, the carriage
builder, the livery stable, and we're
MARITIME OIL CO.
not quite sure that all of the change
14-tf
is good. "Horse and buggy days”
cboKC * Ml
has become a sneering phrase and
implies that we were too slow-mov
hr (ramaoM • come. Wr caa
fed, jwa tad lasting taufactioa
ing then, but -we had our leisure as
Osaagh aar wide sdcctioa af Rock
New 1954 Strunk Chain Saw Here!
we went along in those days and we
4 Agas had? moauincna. Each a
Treat Your Home To
talked by a agaad guarantee *
DOUBLE THE POWER AND TWICE THE CUTTING SPEED

Manufacturing Plant, East Union

RHONE 711

borrowed to permit revisiting of the scenes of childhood adventures.

Top Performance

CARL M. STILPHEN

BUS LINERS PRODUCED THRILLER IN

The Bus Line League enters its
final week with Rockland Junior
High already having clinched the
pennant, and second and fourth
positions all knotted up. South
School and Rockport are tied for
second with Camden and Thomas
ton fighting it out for fourth.
Next week finds Rockport travel
ing to Rockland for a game with
the Junior High. South School at
Thomaston, and Camden playing
at home to Owl's Head.
Looking ahead to the final round.
South School and Camden appear
to be the best bets to finish in se
cond and fourth places respectively.
Southie will be a favorite over
Thomaston while Rockport will be
a definite underdog in their tilt
with the league leading Junior
High: and Camden should have no
trouble in taking Owl's Head into
Dr. Alexander caught by the camera last summer in front of his
boyhood home on North Haven. His Pegasus is Frank Sampson's Jeep, Camp.

During All These Yean We Have Furnished

MONUMENTS OF QUALITY ANO VALUE

LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

Charles Thompson of Matinlcus.
"BACKWARD, TURN BACKWARD"—A
notified by sheriffs three days ago
to appear in Rockland Municipal HEART WARMING CLASSIC FROM THE
Court Thursday In answer to I
charges of ramming the boat of GIFTED PEN OF JOHN ALEXANDER
Norris Young, also of Matinicus.
failed to appear Thursday. The
case was continued, but he did not
put in appearance Friday. For the
moment, the Judge is going along
with an excuse of illness on the
part of the defendant.
John Moody of Union was before
Municipal Court Friday morning
on charges of passing a stopped
school bus on the Hawes road in
Union. Complainant was Deputy
Sheriff Philip Lonn of Union. Tes
timony revealed that Moody stopped
for the bus, but proceeded before
the bus was put in motion again.
He was assessed posts of courts of
$5.

Chaplain George Wood

Pogu Tira

A U J H OR 12 IO
oi • i re

lOJ-T&S-tf

SALES and SERVICE

125 MAIN ST.

THOMASTON

TEL. U1
ni-s-u
1I1-8-U

EMIL RIVERS, Inc.
342 Park Street

Rockland, Mama
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fage Four

Waldo Tyler

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called. I. e.. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaiette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MI ST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gaiette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

(Continued from Page Two)
From where we stood, the im
pact 9ounded like someone slam
ming a bam door.
The derby hat was driven for its
entire depth well down over the
famous and well respected Dona
hue features, ears, eyes and all—
and what was worse, it wouldn't
budge, as John tugged with both
hands at its unyielding brim.
That portion of Main street was
in an uproar.
Frank Winslow toyed with hi?
empty camera and then looked at
me, “O haven’t you Just one film
left in your camera’’? he asked.
I hadn’t; and this outstanding
epic of Rockland’s famous snow
removal bee went unphotographed.
Tive derby was later removed in
the lobby of the Thorndike by
Gene O’Neil and
Walter Spear
with a pair of scissors, and as
John emerged red faced and em
barrassed from beneath its cling
ing crown, he said: “Who threw
that, anyway?”

Tuosday-Thunday-Saturda,

RELIGIOUS FILM WILL BE

SHOWN FEB. 7 AT PENTECOSTAL
ASSEMBLY CHURCH, WALDOBORO

UNION
MRS

annual meeting ot the church will guest at a stork shower Tuesday
be held Sunday evening, Feb. 28.
night given by her sister-in-law,

FLORENCE CALDERWOOD

Correspondent

Telephone 10-24

VINALHAVEN
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW

Mrs. Marlon Tolman at the home
I of Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Philbrook.
Carver St. A daintily decorated
bassinet, held the many nice gifts
presented Mrs. Philbrook. After
the gifts were opened and admired,
lunch was served by the hostess
and a happy social evening enjoyed.
Birthday Party
Perry Parmenter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Parmenter, celebrated
his birthday with a party at his
home Saturday afternoon January
30. Eighteen of his playmates were
present. Janice Wadleigh, Lucy
Bickford, Shirley Dyer. Marita
Hansen. Dorothy Philbrook. Lillian
Philbrook. John Young. Alfred and
Albert Osgood. Frank Chandler,
Carl and Billy Philbrook, Kirk and
Craig Hansen, Ronnie Peterson. Joe
and Barry White, and Perry's
nephew. Gregory Parmenter. After
watching Western Theatre on TV
refreshments were served by Perry’s
mother, assisted by Mrs. June Par
menter and Mary Philbrook

Correspondent
Donald Mank who is employed in
Mount Kisco. New York, is at his
The “Night Cappers" were en
home in Warren, enjoying a two
weeks vacation, visiting with his tertained Tuesday night by Mrs.
mother. ’ Mrs. Charles Mank in Aliqe Osgood at her home on East
Union and looking up old friends Bdston Road. The evening was de
in Warren and surrounding towns. voted to cards, honors going to Mrs.
Friends of W. L. Gracie are Helen Haskell and Mrs. Doris
sorry to learn of his misfortune and Chilles. In honor of her birthday.
Mrs. Ruth Chilles received several
are hoping for a speedy recovery.
Pioneer Grange Circle planned nice gifts and a birthday cake was
for Thursday has been postponed included in the lunch served by the
to Friday, Feb. 12 at their hall with hostess
William Parinenter, Jr., son of
a pot luck dinner.
Clarence Davis is a patient at Mr. and Mrs. William Parmenter
TO LET
has enrolled at the University of
FOR SALE
Togus Veterans Hospital.
Rhode Island at Kingston. R. I., to
Bonnie
Rich,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
FIVE-Room Apt. with bath to
GOOD-Sized Work Horse for
Mrs. Walter Rich, who has been study business administration.
sale; work single or double. WM. let, 11 Limerock St. TEL. 1098-J.
The regular meeting of the
16*18
receiving treatment at Knox Hos
DONOHUE. Owl's Head.
16*18
American Legion Auxiliary was held
pital.
returned
home
Wednesday.
DESIRABLE House. 7 rooms,
GOOD, clean 1949 Ford tonMrs. Loretta Rich of Lowell. Wednesday night at the Legion
truck for sale, a new radiator, bath, to let. Tel HYSLER. 15
15*17
Mass., has been passing a few days Home. Supper was served at six
three new tires and three spares. Green St.. Thomaston.
Price $750. Also good wood sawing
with Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rich. o'clock by the hostesses. Mrs. Verne
PARTLY furn. House to let at
machine, best in the city. Price 6 Fluker St.. Thomaston. Inquire
Woman's Community Club will Young, Mrs. Claudine Dyer and WALDOBORO
• • « *
$150 TEL 597-R
16-18 after 5 p. m. at EVERETT WOOS
meet Tuesday evening at 7.30 p. m.. Mrs. Dorothy Young. Following the
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Among the birds who pay regu
15-17
EASY Spin Drier for sale. 2 TER'S. Morse's Corner.
at the Methodist vestry.
Mrs. supper the usual business meeting
Dramatic scene, above, taken from ''Venture Into Faith’’, the world's first
Correspondent
years old. excellent condition
Bible Deliverance film, pictures Charles Gibb. Dorothy Ritter, David Day
Christine Barker and Miss Isabelle was held.
POUR Rooms and bath to let. on lar visits to my winter feeding
Telephone Temple 2-9261
TEL. Warren 44-4
16-18 street floor. Call at 100 UNION stand is one tiny individual who
and evangelist Oral Roberts. This full length religious film was photo
The Willing Workers Society of
Abbott
are
co-chairman
and
an

graphed in color and sound, and includes many scenes taken during Oral
, Kenneth Weston ana Lawrence
BARGAINS In used Clothing for STREET.___________________ 15-17 i is such a bully that I must name
nounce that Dr. Edward Morse of the Latter Day Saints Church, met
Roberts evangelistic campaigns under his huge "tent cathedral", which
Weston was in Portland Tuesday.
Wednesday
at
the
Church.
The
sale: Evening Gowns. $5; Chilseats 12,500. The story is built around a modern day miracle and its
Camden will show slides of a trip
SIX-Room single House on Bel him Butch, Tuffy or something
Mrs. Sanborn French and Mrs.
dren’s Cotton Dresses, 75c and $1; videre St.. Rockland for sale, land equally as bad.
purpose is to increase thc viewers faith in the power of God. There will
to Greenland in which he partici afternoon was busily passed with
Phillip Creamer was in Damaris
girl's Woolen Skirts. $1. all sizes; starts 20 feet back of Bee Line Ga
be no admission charge and everyone is invited to attend.
sewing
and
other
handiwork.
An

Strange
how
a
bad
disposition
pated with Com. Donald MacMil
Oxford Grey Suit, small, like new. rage. and runs cleir through to
cotta Wednesday.
This remarkable Bible deliver rejects religion in any form. Ruth lan. Members are requested to other wood "chopping bee" was
$15; Raccoon Coat, and Black Fur Pleasant Street, almost a whole can make an outcast of even a
Samuel Weston who has been a
Coat, priced low. Many other bar street of land, the price is right, single small bird, but this one has ance film will be shown at the has faith, but can't get her hus bring in guests and the public is held by the men folks, who did
surgical patient at the Knox Hos
ample
justice
to
the
six
o'clock
sup

gains, at ST. PETER'S TRAD and will take a mortgage for part, I chosen to be that kind of a fellow
Assembly
Sunday band to face its power. A close cordially invited for the evening per served by the ladies.
pital has returned to his home on
ING
POST.
over
Leighton's' this place would make someone a and for the moment seems to en- Pentecostal
friend tells them of the work of Hostesses serving are Mrs. Gladys
Jefferson Street.
Jewelry Store, 259 Main St.
night,
Feb.
7,
at
7.30
in
Waldoboro.
good
home.
HAROLD
B.
KALER.
Cramer,
.
Mrs.
Marion
Alden.
Mrs.
!
joy
oeing
shunned
and
despised
"Nit
Wits
”
Oral Roberts and his great faith
_____________ 16-17 ! Washington, Maine. Tel. 5-25.
Mr. and Mrs. Astor Creamer and
Tiie film features Oral Roberts , in the power of God. What hap Charlotte Hawes and Mrs. Eva
Mrs. Ellen Conway was hostess
’ by the others.
daughter have returned from Holly
14-19
LARGE Circulating Estate Heatto the "Nit Wits" Tuesday night at wood. Fla.
He is first at the feeding stand and tells an absorbing story of the pens to the Collins family after Starrett.
rola for sale; like new. Heats 7 I FTVE-Rm. unfurn. Apt. to let.
The Traveling Grange group her home on East Boston Road
rooms efficiently.
See at 41 EDNA PAYSON, 79 Grace St. Tel in the morning, often arriving at power of faith in God. Centering they have attended two of thc
Miss Avis Genthner and Miss
meets
Wednesday with Seven Lunch was served. A surprise stork
around
the
nation-wide
Roberts'
the
first
peep
of
day,
Roberts
meetings
furnishes
the
PLEASANT ST.
15-16 163-M.
Peggy Johnston of Portland spent
14tf
Tree
Grange.
shower
was
given
Mrs.
Barbara
campaigns,
this
sound-color
reli

In solitude he sticks out his
action for this gripping story, which
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs
USED Tractors Just Received,
TWO room, unfurn. Apt. to let,
Knox Pomona meets today. Sat Healey by the other members of the
for sale: 1943 Ford with half priv. bath. priv. ent., kit. utilities, chest and goes critically about gious picture includes soul-stir will be understood by everyone
Roland Genthner.
tracks. 1946 Ford with tracks, 1946 ciean, matured adults, references; tasting of this and that until he ring sdenes from Oral Roberts' who has ever been faced with urday. at Pioneer Grange, East Club and Mrs. Healey received J Mrs. Guy Abbotoni, who has been
Union.
A
candy
sale
will
be
held
!
many
dainty
gifts.
John Deere LA., 1949 Ford with j 87 N. MAIN ST.. 2d floor. 14*18 finds something to his liking .
meetings under the huge “tent tragedy and found help and salvaa surgical patient at the Osteopahalf-tracks and Wagner Loader, ’
during the noon hour.
Furnished Apt. to
Most of what he gets is eaten cathedral,” which seats 12.500.
I tion through faith in God.
Stork Shower
' thic Hospital in Portland returned
plows and mower; and 1952 John ; let.TWO-Room
Bethel Rebekah Lodge will serve J
Adults only; 57 PACIFIC before the other birds arrive, for
The story is built around Jim
The picture is being shown with
Mrs. Harry Philbrook was honor to her home Wednesday.
Deere MC with blade, an excellent
a public dinner as has been the I
14*16
crawler (just 350 hrs); 1960 John I ST., city.
once they come he devoted most and Ruth Collins who are faced out admission charge throughout
SINGLE House to let. 5 Rock of his time attempting to be in with the tragic certainty of the the country in churches and audi custom each year on town meeting I
Deere MT very good. 1946 John
Deere B. 1945 John Deere L with land St. SHAFTER. Tel. 1002
day.
PROBATE NOTICES
starter. 1951 Massey-Harris Pony, ____________________________ 12tf several places at once to keep them nearing death of their young son toriums. but will not be shown in
STATE OF MAINE
Church
Notes
for Administration asking that
Dave,
who
is
bedfast
with
tuber

from
eating.
1945 Farmall A. 1944 Farmall BN
theatres. Everyone is invited to
FOUR-Rm. furn. Apt. to let at
To all persons interested It Isabel Ladd of Warren, or some
with 2-way plow, and 1936 John 32 Beech St. TEL. 1328 or 426
The Union Church of the NazaHe marches back and forth pa culosis. Jim Is embittered, worried attend.
either of the estates hereinafter , other suitable person, be appointed
Deere B. W. S. PILLSBURY & j __________________________ ' lltf trolling as much of the dooryarc!
rene Sunday School meets at 10 named:
administratrix, without bond.
SON. Waterville. Tel. 613.
a
m.,
every
Sunday
morning.
The
FOUR-Room
Modern
Apart

as possible and dashes madly intr muity House At noon the men Charlene, Mrs. Walter Chapman
At a Probate Court held at Rock
ESTATE SAM SALVO, late of
13-S-16
ment to let. with garage. Adults the face and eyes of any who
sermon topic at the 11 a. m. wor land, in and for the County of Camden, deceased. Petition for
joined the ladies for a casserole J and daughter Kathleen.
BOY’S Brown Gabardine Suits preferred. TEL. 710.
9tf
Knox,
on
the
nineteenth
day
of
j
License to sell certain real estate
ship service will be "God Is Suffi
would drop down for a single mor dinner.
for sale, also tan Topcoats. Maroon
January, in the year of our Lord I
in Camden and fully de
FURNISHED Apts, to let, Nortip
Guest of Honor
cient." The young people meet at one thousand nine hundred and { situated
Flannel Sport Coat. All size 12. end locations. Inquare 11 JAMES sel.
On Sunday evening there was
scribed in said petition, present
At the close oi a Prayer Meeting 6 15 p. m. The sermon topic at the fifty-four, and by adjournment ; ed by Frank F. Harding, of Rock
All in excellent condition. MRS. ST.. In Person.
-Around 8 a. m. the starlings be- no Church service at St. Paul’s
Itf
ROBERT GREGORY. 38 Summer
i gin to come and his fury nearly Chapel on account of the Pastor, which was recently held at Mrs. evening service will be “The Way from day to day from the nine- • land. Public Administrator.
HEATED
and
unheated
fum.
Street .
15-16
teenth (toy of said January. The , ESTATE JOSEPH M CAU
Apts, to let. V. F STUDLEY. 77 j consumes him until they swarm the Rev. Robert Plummer being ill Lana Killerans. Mrs. Mary Robbins To Salvation."
Methodist Church services Sun following matters having been pre- ' DA LL. late of Appleton, deceased
tt 1 over him In such numbers that he
1947
CHEVROLET
Business Park St Tels R06O and 1234
was
surprised
to
find
herself
the
sented for the action thereupon
at his home with the mumps
Coupe for sale. Radio, heater, de- ;
day at 10.45 a. m.. with Rev. Jesse hereinafter indicated, it is hereby : Petition for License to sell certain
gives up and retires at «. distance.
real estate situated in Appleton
Mrs. Chester A Hayes was ap guest of honor at a party held in
froster. Good motor, tires, paint
REAL ESTATE
and fuUy described in said petition,
This little fellow is a tree spar pointed President of the Ladies recognition of her 13 years as Sun Kenderdine. Sunday School at 930 ORDERED:
etc. Priced right. TEL. 878-M
That notice thereof be given to i
row—common here all winter and Auxiliary at St. Andrews Church, day School Superintendent. "Molly” a. m. Quarterly conference and all persons interested, by causing a presented by Ora M. Ripley, execu
for appointment.
15*17
At 43 Knox St., Thomaston, 9
trix.
■
as
she
is
affectionately
’
called
by
all
often
seen
feeding
on
seeds
with
copy
of this order to be published
Newcastle, recently, and Mr. Hayes
THE Best ln second-hand Cloth rm. House for sale, with bath, and
ESTATE KEZZIE F DOT.T.r.
and
coffee
were
served.
■has
been
an
earnest
and
faithful
three
weeks
successively
in
The
!
was elected to the Vestry.
ing and other items for sale. UP central heat. Barn attached. Acre the slate colored juncos.
VER. late of Thomaston, deoeased.
Courier-Gazette,
a
newspaper
pub

Present
were:
Mrs.
Robbins,
Rev
of land. Price $6500. SECURITY I Occasionally a couple of crows
TON’S THRIFT Shop. Camden.
Melville W. Davis and Merton Worker through the years, giving
at RocEland. In said County, Petition for License to sell certain
14*16 REAL ESTATE CO. Dorothy will come over from Norton's pas Benner were business visitors in ;Unstintingly of her time and talents Kathleen Weed. Lana Killeran, lished
that
they
mas- appear at a Probate rea: estate situated in Thomaston,
Dietz, Camden 2117 or 8897. 14-16
but felt she could not continue Elaine Fales. Ramona Crute. Jean Court to be held at said Rockland and fully described in said petition,
SLIGHTLY used Florence Heat- j COTTAGE for sale. 7 rooms and ture and one morning when little Portland last Thursday.
Olson, Marjorie Olson, Patty Wood, on the sixteenth day of February, presented by Lucille F. Stone of
er for sale, with two nine-inch bath, all on one floor, hot and cold Tuffy had the situation well in
Mr. and Mrs Fred Chute. Mrs. longer as Suptso resigned at the
Cushing, executrix.
burners. Maybe seen after 6 p. m. running water, 1 acre land. EDDIE hand they came, with traditional Addie Wotton and Miss Rita Wot close of 1953. However she is still Arthur Woodbury, Verlie Miller A. D. 1954 at ten o'clock ini the
forenoon, and be heard thereon lf 1 ESTATE ALBERT T HAR
at 26 FLORENCE ST.
14*16 MIRANDA, Beech Hill Road, caution, and appraised the pro
Mary
Kiskala,
Dorothy
Davol,
RIMAN. late of Cushing, deceased
ton were business visitors in Cam 1 to be found in the Sunday School
they see cause.
1948 JEEP for sale, 4-wheel dTive Rockport.
14*16 vender around the yard for thf den on Saturday last.
Petition for Lioense to sell oertain
| holding the office of Recording Florence Geyer, Alfred Orne. Eliz
HERBERT
J.
McCLURE,
late
of
with hydraulic snowplow. Mileage
Secretary, she was presented with abeth Duchette. Mildred Marshall, Rockiand. deceased. Will and Pe real estate situated in Cushing, and
IN Friendship Village, 8 room choicest offering.
Dwight
Agnew
of
Scituate.
Mass.,
fully described in said petition,
21.000 all in good condition. Priced House for sale, central hot water
It was a piece of cooked fat pork was a weekend guest at the "Waltz a beautiful hand-bag and a sum Homer Marshall, Lucy Young, Bea tition for Probate thereof asking presented by Irving Fales of Cush
right.
Cash or terms.
TEL. heating. Barn and garage, nearly
trice
Vose,
Dr.
Benson,
Margaret
that
said
will
may
be
proved
and
of money, the gifts of the Sunday
ing, administrator.
878-M for appointment.
15*17 : an acre of land. DR. RICHARD from the Saturday bean-pot ard Homestead.”
allowed and that Letters Testa
Wilson and Gladys. Davis.
School friends and neighbors.
ESTATE JAMES H. QRAY,
WATERMAN______________ 129tf although Tuffy had tasted it, it
FOR SALE
mentary issue to Florence R. Mc late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
The evening was pleasantly spent
FOR the best Aluminum Com
was not his style of "vittles.”
Clure of Rockland, she being the tion for Allowance presented by
CUSHING
bination Storm Doors and Screens,
by singing a number of her favorite
executrix named therein, without Eleanor E. Gray of Rockland,
Notices of Appointment
One crow made ready to swoop
Management
Sale*
and Aluminum Combination Win- 1
Douglas Crute. son of Frank i hymns; music by Margaret Wilson
I. WILLIS R VINAL. Register bond.
widow
down on the pork and I expected
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, li
dews, on the market at any price.
ARTHUR F LAMB. late of
that little Tuffy would not pro Crute. Sr., who has been in the : piano, and Dr. Benson violin; and of Probate for the County of Knox
Cash or terms.
E.T. LONG, 113
ESTATE ALFRED BROWN, late
Real Estate Broker
In the State of Maine, hereby cer Rockland, deceased Will and Pe
Camden St. Tel. 1503._________ 4tf
test, considering the crow’s much Merchant Marine ls spending a ' readings toy Gladys Davis and tify that tn the following estates, tition for Probate thereof asking of Vinalhaven, deceased. First and
TELEPHONE 1647
Final Account presented for allow
couple of weeks at home before be-! Homer Marshall.
ONE used Glenwood Dual Oil 88 SUMMER ST.
ROCKLAND greater size and strength. But 1
the persons were appointed admin that the said will may be proved ance by Frank F Harding, Public
Ing inducted into the Service Feb.
and Gas Range for sale. McLOON
Rentals
Appraisals
Refreshments of sandwiches, cake istrators. executors, guardians and and allowed and that Letter.* Tes Administrator.
w’as wrong.
HOME AND AUTO SUPPLY. 11
Listings Wanted Anywhere In
Conservators and on the dates tamentary Issue to Helen W. Lamb
The crow attacked the pork in 28.
ESTATE WILLIAM fc. MATPark St.___________________ 142 tf
Knox County
hereinafter named.
of Rcckland, she being the execu
Mrs. Lora Olson who was a sur
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
tending
to
carry
i,t
off,
but
best
7-tf
trix named therein, without bond SON. late of Warren, deceased
ALUMINUM Combination Storm ______
JOHN
A.
FROST
late
of
Rock

WHEREAS,
John
R.
Ames
and
Firet and Final Account present
he could do was to drag it around. gical patient at Knox Hospital has Estelle C. Ames, of the County of land. deceased. December 17, 1953
Windows, for sale. Eagle picher, j
TAUNO O. BROOKS, late of ed for allowance by Margaret Mattriple slide, self storing. Guaran
Repeated rushing by Tuffy failed returned home
Knox and State of Maine, by their Carl M. Stilphen of Rockland was Thomaston, deceased. Will and son. administratrix,
*
Mr and Mrs. James Davis were mortgage deed, dated September 2. appointed executor and qualified Petition for Probate thereof ask
teed by Good Housekeeping. HOW
to budge the crow's determination
JAMES S. COUSENS
ESTATE FERNALD F. AMES,
ARD KENNISTON, 29 Gay St. Tel.
ing that said will may be proved
by
filing
bond
<m
January
5.
1954.
supper
guests
Saturday
of
Mr.
and
1952
and
recorded
in
the
Knox
and as he backed around ln circles
late of Vinalhaven. deceased. First
Licensed Real Estate Broker
441-J.___________________________ 118tf
County Registry of Deeds in
NETTIE CROCKETT WOTTON. and allowed and that Letters Tes and Final Account presented for
tne cranky little tree sparrow Mrs. Remo Saastamonien.
tamentary Issue to Michael F
Business Opportunities
BABY Parrakeets. Full line of
late
of
Rockland,
deceased.
Janu

Book
No.
327.
Page
68.
conveyed
to
Mr, and Mrs. Ralph Paulson and
allowance by Villa C Ames, execu
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
hopped aboard the slab of pork
parrakeet foods
and
mineral
Union Mutual Life Insurance Com ary 19, 1954 Charles C. Wotton of Brooks of Thomaston, he being the trix.
TEL. 1538 and stuck there while the crow children Glen. Jean and Harold of pany. a corporation organized and Rockland was appointed executor executof named therein, without
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS. 170 MAVERICK ST.
ESTATE ORA M. IRISH, of
Hull's Cove were weekend guests of [ existing under the laws of the and qualified by filing bond on bond.
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker
85-tf towed him about the yard.
St Thomaston. Tel. 374.
77tf VVXXWWXXXXXXXXXXXVXXXXXXVWESTHER E. ROBBINS, late ol Rockland. First and Final Ac
same date.
her
parents,
Mr
and
Mrs
Melville
State
'Of
Maine,
and
having
Its
count. presented for allowance by
The amusing incident was abrupt
Venetian Blinds—Window Shades
principal office at Portland, in the
JAMBS H. GRAY, late of Rock Vinalhaven, deceased. Will and Doris R. Amec, Conservator.
Maloney.
ly ended when a gull joined the
Petition for Probate thereof asking
land.
deceased.
December
15.
1953
All Colors and Styles
County
of
Cumberland,
and
State
MISCELLANEOUS party and Tuffy fled in terror, Word has been received from
ESTATE J. HOMER NELSON,
Free Installation and estimates
of Maine, the following-described Eleanor E. Gray of Rockland was that said will may be proved and late
of Warren, deceased. First
administratrix
and allowed and that Letters Testa
Tel 939. UNITED HOME SUPPLY XXXXXXXXXXWXXXXVXXXXXXWXXXX while the pork was dismembered Atlanta Georgia, that Webster premises, situated in the Town of appointed
Snapp, husband of the former Thomaston. County of Knox, and qualified by filing bond on Janu mentary Issue to Nina Burgess of and Final Account presented for
OO. 579 Main St.. City
Itf
and
swallowed
in
huge
chunks.
ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
Vinalhaven, she being the execu allowance by Frances S. Nelson,
Dorothy Crute of this place was in State of Maine, and bounded and ary 19. 1954
trix named therein, without bond executrix.
A Bonded Service Representative
described
as
follows,
to
wit:
FANNIE
BICKMORE.
late
of
ducted
into
the
service
Jan.
28
and
will be in Rockland and vicinity DUTCH NECK
WANTED
ESTATE ALFRED C HAWES,
ELIZABETH M. HAMILTON, latf
“A certain lot or parcel of land, Thomaston, deceased January 19.
is in training in North Carolina.
Mon.. Tues., Wed., Feb. 8. 9, 10
of Rockland deceased. Will and Pe late of Union, deceased First and
1954
William
J.
Vinal
of
Thomas

together
with
the
buildings
there

The St. Paul’s Chapel Society met
TELEPHONE 163-M
WOMAN wanted for cooking j
Mrs. Nfarion Grover was hostess on situated in Thomaston in the ton was appointed administrator tition for Probate thereof asking Final Account presented for al
Reginald H. Russell
and kitchen work. TEL. 468-M
at the Community house on Wed Wednesday night to the B. H. Jr., County of Knox and State of and qualified by ffling bond on that said will may be proved and lowance by Charlotte S .Hawes,
16-17 nesday evening with a good atten
16-18
allowed and that Letters Testa executrix.
Club
Maine, and bounded and described same date.
kVXXXWXXXVXVXXWXXXXVXXWXW
mentary issue to Clifford A. Ham
ESTATE CHARLES M LAWRY.
SECRETARIAL Position op«n at ;
dance of members present. The
as follows, to wit: Beginning on
CHARI,ES E LAWRENCE, late ilton ol Rockland, he being the tote
The
children
oi
Cushing
will
pre

of Thomaston, deceased. First
Persona! Finance Co Permanent
HAVE YOU--PROBLEMS?
of
Warren,
deceased.
January
19.
the
South
side
of
the
County
meeting
was
conducted
by
the
Pres

executor
named
therein,
without
sent "Valentine Varieties" on
and Final Aocount presented for
employment. TEL. 1134 for ap- : Send five questions. $1 00, stamped
1954
Hattie
N.
Lawrence
of
Warren
Road,
now
commonly
known
as
bond.
allowance by Samuel W. Collins,
pointment.
15-17 envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS, ident. Mrs. Fred Chute. After the Thursday evening Feb. 11 at 8 West Main Street, at land formerly was appointed executrix, without
HERBERT W
THORNDIKE Jr., administrator.
' ANNALS of Warren. 1877 edi- advisor. 827 Broadway. Everett, meeting, games were played and re o’clock at the Central School. Pro of the heirs of the late John G. bond
tote of Rockland, deceased. Will
Mass. Full page reading enclosed. freshments served by Mrs. Chester ceeds for the benefit of the Play Paine, now of Fred Fernald;
ESTATE LYFORD W ROSS,
tion wanted. Will pay $8 for a Prompt reply.
GERTRUDE W FEYLER. late and Petition for Probate thereof
153-S-tf
thence easterly by said road one of Thomaston, deceased. January asking that said will may be tote of Vinalhaven, 'deceased. First
copy
Write EINO LAMPINEN
Hayes, Miss Rita Wotton, Miss ground Fund.
and Final Account presented for
Warren.
14*16
Louise Black and Miss Loraine
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Matson of hundred (100) feet to stake and 19. 1954 Richard W. Feyler of proved and allowed and that Let allowance by Phyllis B. Ross. Spe
Motor Tune Up, General Re
Thomaston and Barbara F. Wads ters Testamentary issue to Llew- cial Administratrix.
stones
at
land
now
occupied
by
CLAMS wanted. Top prices.
Waldoboro spent Saturday even Abbie B. Clark: thence Southerly worth of Camden were appointed
pair Work. Electric and Acetylene I Creamer.
ella S. Mills ol Rockland, she being
SIMS' LOBSTER POUND, Spruce
EVA H. MCDONALD, tote
The ladies of the St. Paul's Soci- ing with Mr. and Mrs Kendall Orff. by land of said Clark and on line executors, without bond
Welding, Tires, Tubes and Ac
the executrix named therein, with of ESTATE
Head.
128tf cessories,
Vinalhaven. deceased. Petition
Regular and Premium i ety met all day on Thursday to
parallel to said Paine’s easterly
out bond.
Mrs
Jeannette
Orff
chairman
of
HARRIET
SILSBY
FROST,
late
IF you want the best auto- body Gasoline, Diesel Fuel.
for License to sell certain real es
[ work on braided rugs at the Com- the March of Dimes in Cushing line two hundred (200) feet to of Rockland, deceased. January,
MARY P McOALLUM. late Ol
and fender work, come to ROWL
Experienced Men On Both
stake and stones; thence Westerly 19. 1954 William S. Silsby of Ells Warren, deceased! WiU and Pe tate situated in Vinalhaven, pre
area reports a successful drive. If on a line parallel with said road worth was appointed executor and
sented by Joseph F. Headley, Ad
ING'S GARAGE, 778 Main Street,
Repair Work and Welding.
for Probate thereof asking ministrator.
Rockland.
47tf
ROLAND A. GENTHNER, Inc.
anyone wishes to join in this work one hundred GOO) feet to said qualified by filing bond on same tition
that
said
will
may
be
proved
and
Rockland
ESTATE WILLIAM H. HAHN,
IRON, Steel. Metal, Rags and 26 New County Rd.
they may still do so by sending their Paine's land; thence Northerly by date.
allowed and that Letters Testa ate
George W. Gay. Manager
of Friendship, deoeased. First
CLEMENTS CHICKS: Hardy, contribution to Mrs. Orff.
Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR
said Paine's land* two hundred
JOHN A STEVENS, late of mentary issue to Dana H. Smith and
Sales
and
Service
Final Account presented for
1 “Maine-Bred" to increase your egg
DON & BON, 6 Leland St. Tel.
)200) feet to the place of begin Rockland, deceased January 19 oi Warren, he bring the executor
Tel.
336
Itf
allowance by Fred P. Colson,
His Third Birthday
or meat profits.
Red Rocks
123-W______________________ 98tf
ning
1954 Lena E Stevens of Rockland named therein, without bond.
Executor.
(Black Pullets). Rhode Island
Mrs. Oscar Niedermann who has
Said premises were conveyed to was appointed executrix, without
DONT discard your
old or
ESTATE HILDA A. KELWICK
Reds. Barred Rocks, White Leg moved into her new home enter the Grantors herein by deed to be bond.
A. STOCKWELL late
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
late of Vinalhaven. deceased. Peti of FLORA
horns. White Rocks, Dominant
Camden, deceased. Will and Pe
recorded
in
Knox
County
Registry
NEWMAN for restoring and reALTHEA
CARTER, late of tion for Administration asking tition
tained recently at a party in honor
White
Rock
New
Hampshire
for Probate thereof asking
of Deeds.’’; and
flnlshing; 48 Masonic St.
Tel
Thomaston, deceased. January 19. that Harvey E. Tolman of Vinal
Crosses. Sex-Link Cockerels, Maine- of the third birthday of her son
COMMERCIAL
WHEREAS the condition of said 1954 Carroll Carter of Thomaston haven. or some other suitable per lhat said will may be proved and
1106-M.
Itf
I tf. 8 APPROVED. PULLORUM Kim.
allowed
and that Letters Testamen
mortgage has been broken.
was appointed administrator, and son. .be appointed administrator, tary iaue to Raymond D. StockOrder Early—Write for
PHOTOGRAPHY ' CLEAN.
without bond.
A
delightful
time
was
had
by
the
qualified
by
filing
bond
on
January
NOW.
THEREFORE,
bv
reason
prices.
CLEMENTS
CHICKS.
well of Rockland. he being the
little guests and Kim received of the breach of the condition 22. 1954.
ESTATE ARTHUR P GUIL executor named therein, without
INC,. Route 33. Winterport, Me<
thereof,
the
undersigned
UNION
WE WILL BUY
EDITH
A.
OVERLOCK
late
of
FORD.
late
of
Vinalhaven.
de

All Types ef
bond.
many nice gifts. Refreshments in
i____________________________ A
MUTUAL
LIFE
INSURANCE Washington, deceased.
January ceased. Petition for Administra
CHARLES 6 HYSLER. tote of
BABY Chicks: We have recently cluded hot dogs toasted before the COMPANY, the owner and holder 19. 1954 Ralph W. Farris of Port tion asking that Elizabeth G. Da
Commercial PhotographyGOOD CLEAN USED CARS
added 15.000 egg capacity to our fire-place, ice cream and a birth of record of said mortgage, by this land was appointed executor and vidson of Vinalhaven. or some Warren, deceased Will and Peti
Groups, Weddings,
tion for Probate thereof asking
hatchery to help meet the great day cake.
notice signed by Harold D. Lang, qualified by filing bond on Janu other person, be appointed admin that said will may be proved and
Increase In demand for our chicks.
Industrial, Marino
ary
22.
1854
ils
Vice-President,
thereunto
duly
istratrix.
without
bond.
Mrs Niederinann also entertained
allowed and that Letters Testa
| A few more orders for our sex-link
and Insurance, Aerial.
ALBERT HARRIMAN, late of
ESTATE TOED A. LAMONU mentary issue to Donald Kennis
pullets oan be accepted for last the mothers ol the children. Pre authorized, claims a foreclosure of
said
mortgage.
Cushing.
deceased.
January'.
Jan

late
of
Union,
deceased
Petition
ton of Warren, be being the execu
of February. March and April. sent besides the guest of honor
Dated at Portland. Maine, this uary 19. 1954 Irving Fales of Cub for Administration asking that tor named therein, without bond.
; Cockerels available anytime at 5c.
were
hia
sister
Kristi
Niedermann,
second
day
of
February.
A.
D.
1954.
ing
was
appointed
administrator
Curtis
M.
Payson
of
Union,
or
S.
L
Cullen
White Rocks, straight run 16c.
Witneea. HARRY E. WILBUR,
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
No tremors in our chicks during 14 Mrs. Richard Fales and son Johnny, UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSUR and qualified by filing bond on some other suitable person, be ap Esquire. Judge of Probate Oourt
16-31 RANKIN ST.,
January 26. 1954.
ANCE COMPANY
pointed
administrator, without for Knox Oounty, Rockland, Maine.
years in business. Sold out on Mrs. John Olson and children,
TEL. 907 or 770
bond.
By Harold D. Lang,
Attest:
black oullets until Feb. 20. WIL Virginia and Sammy, Mrs. Ray
Attest:
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
ROCKLAND
Vice-President.
MOT DOW HATCHERY, Waldo
WTLLBS R. VTNAL. Register.
BERATE WALTER C. LADD,
WILLES R. VINAL, Register.
S-8-tf
mond
Wood
and
children
Carol
and
I
boro. TeL 91-2.
153-18
16-6-22
13-6-19 tots ot Warren, deceased. Petition
13-6-13

EGGS & CHICKS

MILLER’S
GARAGE
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County Agent's

Corner

Carnegie Peace
Official Farm

USE OF VARIETY MEATS HAS GREATLY

And Home Guest

PREPARATION ARE OUTLINED

Is This Your Farm Or Your Neighbor’s Place?

INCREASED IN DECADE; USES AND

When you walk into a store, you top. as there is very little fat ln
Dear Parmer .
As we all know, farmers have
can usually tell by looking at a pork liver.
been caught in the cost-price
roast whether you want to buy it
For braising, the liver should be
squeeze that we have been hearing
or not, whether it's good quality washed first, then the outside
ao much about. I thought it might
and has a fair proportion of meat to membrane peeled off after wash
be worthwhile mentioning a few of
the fat and bone on the roast. The ing.
the things that dairy farmers can
When the liver is to be ground
same is true of a beef roast, .because
do to beat this problem.
these are meats that you're used before cookinng it’s easier to grind
Of course, some of these things
to purchasing and your've set up i if It is covered with boiling water
will not apply to all of our farms.
the criteria you use in judging them and simmered for five minutes to
Some may be used as a regular
just because you’ve bought and facilitate the grinding. And if liver
farm practice on many of our
is to be brodled. the slices should be
cooked them more often.
farms. But if a few of these are i
But when it comes to variety d'pped in melted butter or drip
adopted, where practical, it might
meats. . those meats like liver, kid pings or marinated in French dress
help some.
*
neys. tongue, sweet breads, tripes, ing before the broiling
First, we should cull our low pro
Braising—Liver can be braised in
heart, and so on. your've a little at
ducers. If the price is up a little,
a loss These meats are good tast one large piece or in slices. It
this won’t hurt so much, and will
SO’tvrrrs’rrr
ing and give any homemaker a good should be dredged with flower and
J
* ‘
allow for a greater net profit in
feeling because she knows she's ser browned in bacon fat. Then the
4*
many cases. This of course, is true
ving her family a meat that is full seasonings and the cubed vegeta
with other types of livestock, poul
'-**
' - ■ - bles. such as carrots, onions and
of nutrients.
try, and crops as well.
Liver hasn't always been consid celery can be added. The liver
Then, in some cases, we might
ered the delicacy it is now. There should be placed on top of the vege
:.f-V S» •.Arf* rf •
try feeding molasses. It has been
William G. Avirett
was a time when meats we now- tables In a casserole. Then add
figured that a dairyman can pay
" V - •
..
call variety meats were discarded about one-half cup of water and
up to 34 cents compared with corn
William G. Avirett of New York because people thought they wern’t simmer slowly on top of the range
at $400. Molasses has a greater
City, special ars'stant to the Presi fit to eat. But nutrition researches, or in a 390 degree oven. Allow
net energy value than corn with
dent of the Carnegie Endowment for back in 1926. discovered a new ma about 30 minutes per pound of
the same amount of total digesti
International Peace, has been se terial in liver that had an excellent meat. When liver is cut Into slices
ble nutrients.
cured as si»eaker for Farm and effect on the growth of red blood before braising, less time Is required
W
Some people might want to feed
Hl me Week Tuesday, April 16 at cells.
Nutrition research also Pork liver is especially good done
potatoes. A value of 60 cents per
Reproduced above is the 16th in a series of photographs of
Photo by Jura
120 p. m. All people attending this showed that liver had large by this method.
Coastal Area farms. The owner will be presented an 11 x 14 print
in Florida and the Pecces are keeping an eye on the property for
hundred might be a maximum price
annual
event
will
have
an
oppor

of the picture when he Identifies his place at the office of The
them—and boarding a pet rabbit belonging to the Laurilla's daugh
Broiling—For broiling, the liver
amounts of vitamin A and iron,
we would want to pay for them for
Courier-Gazette.
ter, for the winter.
tunity to hear Avirett at this time. in addition to the other nutrients should be cut in slices from onelivestock feed.
The Courier-Gazette got a double response to the picture last
Thursday morning. Mr. Laurilla identified the place through
Sponsored
by
the
Maine
Exten

half to three-fourth inches thick. It
that every meat contains.
Fourthly, wc might consider
week. First, bright and early Mondav morning. Mr. and Mrs. Louis
the following letter from fort Worth, Fla., '..here he is vacationing
And the other variety meats, kid shoul be brodled at a moderate tem
coarse versus fine feeds. Fine feeds sion Association, Avirett has chosen
Perce of North Warren came in to identify the farm as that of Mr.
and watching hGW they raise poultry in that section.
and Mrs. Hugo Laurilla of Cushing. The Laurlllas are vacationing
The letter follows:
seem to put more weight on the as the title of his address "New neys and heart, also contain goodly perture just long enough to change
Factors
in
World
Politics."
amounts of vitamin A and iron, color. It will usually take about The Courier-Gazette
cows, can be fed easily on top of
. move on the farm until 1946. hav- venture into the poultry business
We are, my wife, six year old
Throughout his long teaching ca though liver is tops when it comes three minutes to cook each side of
silage if they tend to lump up. Un
I ing war-time employment in Quin- The former 49’ x 60' barn was re- daughter and myself, spending four
Rockland, Maine
reer.
Avirett
has
been
interested
in
to nutritive quality. And in the the meat. Calf and lamb liver are
less we are after records or have
I cy. Mass.
modled into a four story poultry months in Florida, but I am looking
finicky feeders, there doesn't seem problems of international under last 25 years, nutritionists and food tender enough to broil successfully Gentlemen:
i The farm is comprised of 135 house. In addition I added one forward to April, when we shall restanding
and
co-operation
that
A
variation
of
broiling
can
be
to be any extra value to feed ins
experts have dinned the message of
I am very much honored to have acres and included the large farm 'ark« W x 64' shelter, and 19 18' x turn and get tack to work,
coarse feeds than fine ones despite constitute the special field of the the good eating liver into the ears done by threading squares of liver
our
Poultry Farm pictured in the shewn in the upper corner of the
shelters; to accomodate 20.000
The poultry busmess in this state
Carnegie endowment’s concern.
i an extra cost.
of the American public and its pop alternately with squares of bacon
Rockiand paper. Because. I can- Picture. Having found the farm birds in all.
seems to te confined to layers, and
Avirett
was
formerly
Education
We might also try milk substi
ularity has grown fast. Now the on a metal skewer and broiling
These buildings are especially it is very interesting to observe
tutes for calf raising. Farmers fig Editor of the New York Herald Tri supply of variety meats is Just about them. This is called "en bro not call on you In person. I trust house too large for our requirements. we sold it, along with 50 suited to raising capons, in which h:w poultry is raised ln this secure a saving of $10.00 per calf with bune for nine years before joining equal to the demand, quite a change chette.”
this letter will supply you with the
acres of land. We then built the I've specialized during the past two .tion of the country.
this method, and many feel they the Endowment two years ago.
Deep-fat Frying—Strips of liver necessary information. I am ask
from the time when mjich of this
smaller, more compact house shown years.
I I hope I've covered the informa
have better calves.
The increase
meat was thrown away as inedible. can be deep-fat fried successfully ing a friend to call for the en
nt foreground.
The farm is equiped with enough tion you require. I do want to exin the use of substitutes would seem must be cut early, but will then give
The Strips of liver should be cut
Keeping Variety Meats
Having previous experience in labor saving devices, so that I need press my appreciation for the space
larged picture.
to Indicate that they are finding more A .. list feed than Timothy or
iContinued on Page Eight)
Since variety meats are even more
Brome It may winter kill on lowThe following are the statistics; lumbering, I bought a portable saw- not depend upon help .but can do all you devete to the poultry farmers:
favor.
mill, and operated on several lotsi the work myself. There is an auto- Mr. Teague's articles are especially
Citrus pulp or beet pulp can be vet land. It responds well to ni- perishable than the other cuts, they
kindly use what you require: We
, in the County until 1950.
matic feed-lift in the barn, and a interesting, and timely.
fed in poor roughage or no silage t trogen fertilizer. It is a heavy require special care after they are Dealers To Be
bought the former "Killeran Farm”
That year, due to the difficulty tractor-drawn feed-bin for range
Yours truly,
is available. I couldn't myself, : yieider, and what one man said to brought home from the store. These
Briefed On ACP
in
Cushing,
in
1941.
but
did
not
1
of
finding
woodlots,
I
decided
to
feeding
.
.
That
about
covers
it
Hugo Laurila.
meats
should
be
used
within
a
day
mewas
"Why
does
anyone
want
Justify the use of these if we had
or two after they are purchased. Fertilizer Plan
good roughage or silage available. to use Timothy?”
Feed according to production. It Or. they can be quick frozen to be
The use of grass silage or a mow
4-H Doings
There is to be an Agricultural
drier or both in the farm plan will would be too involved to give fig kept a few days longer.
Conservation
Program
meeting
for
save money. Grass silage alone has ures here, but they are well proven.
Steven Crocker, secretary of Hat Grange Corner
Ways of Serving Variety Meats
all fertilizer manufacturers and
And last, many men are not feedsaved up to $20 per cow net, both
chet
Mountain Boys' 4-H Club of
Liver must be cooked carefully to
together have saved up to $30. net , ing dry cows any grain. If rough- preserve the delicate flavor in this dealers serving farmers in Andros
Hope reports that the members had
St. George Grange
coggin.
Kennebec.
Sagadahoc.
per cow. The effect of using a age is poor, or no silage, they prob meat
instructions on woodworking at
By Gladys Gregory
Knox-Lincoln and Waldo Counties
grass silage program on the whole ably should be getting eight, 10. or
their meeting Saturday.
Beef and pork are the least tender
on Wednesday. Feb. 10 at 1.30 p. m.
even 12 pounds a day. depending
hay crop is tremendous.
At their business meeting, plans I At the Jan. 29 meeting of St.
of the different kinds so that they at the Augusta City Hall, aiderwere talked over ler a skating pic- ] George Grange the Program Put on
Where growing corn, we might on size and breed, of course.
require longer cooking than the men's room, according to Bernard
Well, those are a few things to
inc and a box social.
by the lecturer had “ iU theme
try some new varieties. If were
others.
"Today and Tomorrow.
A. Newbert, chairman of the Lin
think
about
that
may
be
helpful.
were raising Cornell 29-3. we might
Liver requires some preparation coln County A.S.C. Committee and
Tenant s Harbor
To open tj,e program all sang
By Henry Teague
try Cornell M 1 for silage. If grow ' Incidentally, for those putting up
takes this worry off from the poulLittle Indians met at the home of . wllLSperlng Hope." -Ae piPceg
before it is cooked. It is to be Ralph C. Wentworth, chairman of
ing for ears, we might try F150 in ' grass silage, the use of sodium metaThose who are unfamiliar with tryman’s shoulders and at the same thc leader, Mrs. Olivia Frantz, re-. ..The Farm Speaks- and)"Today"
i bisulfite looks very very good for a cooked in a large piece, it may be the Knox County A.S.C. Committee.
stead of Maine B
the
inner workings of a poultry | time helps discourage egg eating. cently and made cookies The secre- were read by Adrea Thorbjornson
washed
thoroughly.
And
if
it
is
to
The purpose of the meeting will
Ninth, if we are good farmers and preserving material.
All the same debeaking is a smelly,
be
roasted,
strips
of
salt
pork
or
be to explain to dealers how the farm would certainly be amazed at tedious job. a lot harder or. the tary and Irene Eaton reports that ap{j carol Hawkins. Lillian RackSincerely,
can control it, try orchard grass in
the girls also learned to knit at this I jiff read the poem "When Father
bacon should be placed over the purchase order plan will be handled ; the number of times birds have to
Gil Jaeger.
the silage or grazing program. It
i operators than on the hens.
Shook the Stove.”
in these counties under the 1954 be handled individually. Of course I The usual plan for one of these meeting.
The young people sang "Heart of
Whitefield
Agricultural
Conservation Pro- i we do have flock treatments for
some diseases, but in numerous in
Nimble Thimble 4-H Club girls My Heart." and the poems “New
gram.
is to part off the pen through the
Thc purchase order plan was stances birds have to be treated center with the birds on one side. cooked supper at their January Every Morning" and "Be Happy
meeting with the leader, Mrs Rosa Today" were read by Ethel Sim
used to furnish materials in An one at time.
The center of operation Is next to
mons and Gene Rackliff.
droscoggin. Sagadahoc and Kenne
The treatment of one bird does the fence and after each bird is Hutchins
The rug march was won by Lil
Tire menu consisted of Italian
bec Counties last year but It will not take long, but hours and even
treated ft Is thrown or dropped
be a new program in Knox-Lincoln days are needed to treat large
spaghetti with meat balls, carrot lian Rackliff.
over the fence. Birds are driven
Audrey Johnson who was in
and Waldo Counties this year.
flocks. And one does not ask the into a catching frame in small sticks and for dessert upside down
charge of the Juvenile and Youth
Under the 1954 A.C.P. farmers birds to line up and take their turns,
fruit cake.
groups ready for the operation. In
are required to use in connection they put up fully as much resist
Mary Ann Hutchins, secretary, Committee program, put on a tab
case you think lt is simple, remem- '
with seedlings, the equivalent of ance as many a small boy does
reports “Supoer was served buffet leau built around the Farm Journal
A TOP-NOTCH STARTER AND BROILER RATION
ber that a group of frightened
half ton of 5-10-10 fertilizer per when faced with dental or medical
style and members watched T. V. article by Karl Ohm. “Why I Want
j birds can raise a tremendous
My Son To Be a Country Boy."
acre to qualify for payment. This treatment.
'amount of dust and on top of that wh:le eat‘n8
The closing thought "In God We
fertilizer may be obtained through
Treating
birds
individuaUy
is
notj
they
have
watched
ca
,
Pfully
The
next
meeting
is
planned
for
AT A LOW, LOW PRICE
Trust" was read by Gladys Greg
the program under a purchase ortoday
at
the
home
of
the
assistant
one man jub. it generally takes
ory.
order plan. Under this plan, thc three or more after the birds have in case they pile into the corners leader, Mrs. Emma Morse.
(Continued on Page Eight)
After refreshments of sandwiches
fanner will present his purchase attained any size at all.
South Jefferson
and coffee, games were played and
order to his fertilizer dealer and
Alice Keller, secretary of Happy
At the hatchery the chicks are
= mare dancing enjoyed.
pay the dealer his share of the cost. sorted. Inspected and counted Into, County Agent's
Harvesters reports "We voted to
As soon as the dealer has delivered thc boxes ready for delivery. Quite]
Mt. Pleasant Juvenile Grange
donate $2 from our treasury to the
Meetings For
the order, the dealer bills the A.C.P
By Frances Tolman
Polio fund and as we have contri
generally they receive an innocula-!
for the government (Share of the
At the meeting of Mt. Pleasant
buted $304 that we have earned
tion for Newcastle disease, a drop The Days Ahead
cost of the fertilizer.
ourselves, we have a total to give Juvenile Grange. Jan. 25 Juvenile
of vaccine in one eye or one nos
All dealers interested in partici
Deputy Frances Tolman was pres
Tuesday will see Extension Farm of $5.04.
For Broilers and Replacements
tril.
pating in this program should plan
“Our leader, Mrs. Marlon Mac ent and explained the new projects
Then they are handled by the sexor Management Specialist Plvil Par
to attend the meeting.
who separates thc pullets and cock sons at Norm Chase's home ln Donald taught us how to apply for the year.
«
The following officers who were
erels. In some breeds the markings Whitefield for a meeting in that , 'artificial respiration' and we pracabsent at the time installation was
Order Lime Now
are enough different so that sex- cemmunity of Farm Adjustments, ticed on each other.
held, were installed by Sister Tol
Jefferson
ing can be done by the eye alone. This will be an evening meeting,
A complete, revitalized ration for 1954, yet still
To Insure
Jefferson Eagles and Luckiettes man. They were: Chaplin Sally
The expense to the producer is gen starting about 7.30.
Robert PauLon. Extension vege are going to have a combined Pryor, gate keeper, William Dins
erally a penny a bird for each
Spring Delivery
table crops specialist, will hold a meeting after school in the near more: Ceres, Amy Crockett; Po
operation
moderately priced.
Farmers who are planning to
Sometimes this is all the handl meeting at the Simonton Corne- future to hold a Judging contest mona. Judy Karlntie, and Flora,
order lime for use this spring ing done to broilers. However, Community Hall Wednesday eve Mrs. Ada Packard is leader of fhe Mary Dinsmore.
Also present were several mem
through the Agrciultural Conser those who wish to caponette the ning at 7 30, on the home garder Luckiettes and Mrs Eleanor Wil
bers from Megunticook Juvenile in
vation Program should do so at :ockerels have to handle each bird This is primarily for West Ro"k- son, leader of the Eagles
Available in medicated form with both
] Camden, who, along with their asOwl's Head
onoc, according to Bernard A. to put the caponette pill in the port, Hope, and Simonton (in
Owl’s Head plans to hold a meet- sistant matron, helped put on the
Newbert, chairman of the Lincoln neck. Those who fear Newcastle cludes Camden, Rockport) people,
Oounty ASC Committee and Ralph after the first innoculation has but everyone is, as usual, invited. ing at the Central School on Tues program. We were very glad to
Sulfaquinoxaline and Arson.
have visitors as they are always
Tiie county agent will be at Al day.
C. Wentworth, chairman of the weakened use the wing web pro
William C. Montgomery, secre welcomed by Matron Agatha Frye.
Kj.ox County ASC Committee.
cess when they are 10 weeks old or bert Elwell's home in Orff's Corner
on Thursday to hold a home tary. reports that the meeting will
No deliveries can be made be so.
Mt. Pleasant Grange
fore Feb. 15 and no delivery can
Some give bronchitis innoculation vegetable garden meeting, also ir. be held at 7.30 p. m.
by Helen Cron
Woodworking will be the project
be made after the road ban goes by the spray method at day old or the evening.
The Monday meeting of Mt.
Mardis Warner, extension engi work of the meeting with Loana Pleasant Grange was conducted by
on, until it is lifted. This leaves a later but this is easier as the birds
neer, will be down for a meeting S Shibies. 4-H club agent assisting ^he following guest officers: Master
very
limited'
time
for
deliveries
are
all
treated
at
once.
There
is
See your nearest Wirthmore dealer today.
in time to use lime this spring. talk of a Newcastle spray but It is with builders and supplies of the leaders. William Butman and Arthur Decker. Owl's Head; over
farm building materials on the Stanley Heath.
This is particularly important to not tn general use yet.
seer, Clayton Simmons, Pleasant
I'nion
farmers who have spring seedings
Pullet chicks go through about 17th of February. There will also
Valley; lecturer. Oeraldine Dow,
VICTOR V. BURNHEIMER, No. Waldoboro, Maine
Owalssa 4-H Club of Union elect Megunticook; steward. Berry Merri
which require lime In order to the same process as broilers in be an evening meeting on roofing
qualify for payment. It is much cluding the wing web for New for farmers and anyone else inter ed Judith Payson as second vice field. South Hope.
president at their meeting Friday
I. E. PERRY, Warren, Maine
better to harrow this lime in be castle. Generally before laying age ested.
Assistant steward, George ParkThe DHIA will hold an after in East Union at the Orange Hall
fore seeding than to have to put it pullets are debeak^d, A special
< Continued on Page Eight)
Laura Krkpatrick. clothing lead
machine witih an electrically heated j 0011 meeting at the North Nobleon after seeding.
RANKIN GRAIN CO., Camden, Maine
Lime can be secured through knife is used to shorten the upperilX5ro Community Hall on Thur3- er of the Union Extension, will
The heated knife slows I d«V. Feb. 18, to discuss new forms meet with the 4-H girls at East Central Maine Livestock Aoctiea
thc
program at a cost of $4 65 per beak.
ROCKLAND GRAIN CO. Rockland, Maine
EVERY MONDAY, t Ml
Union on Feb. 12. Pattern altera
ton delivered to the farmyard growth and cuts down on bleeding.' and use of the hardbook.
RANDOLPH. ME.
tions
will
be
made
with
the
girls'
The
reason
for
debeaking
is
that
The
county
agent
will
be
at
the
The local ASC committeeman can
For tracking call Earl Tllea,
THOMASTON FARMERS UNION, Thomaston, Me.
Rockland 4N-M
help make out orders or farmers many laying hen flocks are apt to Bunker Hill Grange Hail on the blouse patterns.
S. C. ENGLISH - Belfast, Ma
The refreshment committee for
can contact the oounty office in get cannibalistic and what a Job night of Feb. 18 to discuss farm
* Sales Mgr.
tlie Post Qffloe BuUtttnc, Rock they can do on one another when adjustments with Bunker HUI this meeting will be Lorraine Soule
. 10-8-18
and Catherine Guyette.
cannibalism starts.
Debeaking community.
land

Tl<st~e& of ci

'Pouliiu rmeurv
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Wirthmore Complete Chick Starter

Tuwday-Thurjdoy-Sotvrday
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pastor's topic will be "Constructive V ,i |

Now On Display At Fireproof Garage

THOMASTON

U RCH E$

New* and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST , TEL. 156-5

Mr. and Mrs. John Morrison and
family have moved from the Percy
Williams apartment on
Knox
street to the former Robert Libby
house on Gay street.
Dr. Laurence Shesler Jr., has re
turned home after attending the
New England Dental Convention in
Boston.
Dr E. R. Moss will be the speak
er, Sunday, Peb. 7, at 2.45 p. m., on
"The Doctor's Story” program,
broadcast weekly by the Tri-Coun
ty Osteopathic Society, from radio
station WRKD. Dr. Moss's subject
will be "Mumps, Their Cause and
Treatment.”
Mrs. Gertrude Sabien is receiving
treatment at the Maine General
Haspital. She would like to hear
from all of her friends and may be
reached at the following address:
779 Congress street. Portland, Me.,
care of Newcombe Apts.
There will be a Republican Town
Committee meeting at the home of
Mrs. Forest W. Stone, Monday eve
ning at 7 JO.
The Cheerful Homemakers 4-H
Club met with Mrs. Eleanor Clark
on Main street Thursday afternoon.
A lesson on "Color in the Ward
robe” with demonstration was giv
en.
Refreshments were served
Those attending were: Susan Den
nison, Margaret Jeffery Marjorie
Huse, Susan. Norma, and Daniel
Clark.
Capt. Robert Anderson and Le
land Moran have returned home
from a fishing trip aboard the WaWe-Nock.
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Leino at
tended the funeral of Rev. George
Autio In Harrison, Thursday after
noon.
Miss Carol Stone is a patient at
Knox Hospital.
The Every Member Canvass Com
mittee, under the chairmanship of
William C. Brooks, Jr., will meet
at his home Sunday evening at 7.30

Kallock on Main street. Games
were played, and a recording of the
party was made. Miss Clarke re
ceived many nice gifts. Refresh
ments were served with two birth
day cakes. Those attending were:
Sandra Putnam. Shirley Beckett,
Gwen Sawyer, Janice Putnam. Mil
dred Young, Dorothy Green of
Rockland. Edna Coathrup of Cam
den, Jackie Chapman of South
Thomaston. David Howard of War
ren, James Davis of Cushing,
Hubby Boggs of Waldoboro. Dennis
Sawyer, Douglas Levan, Linwood
Moody, Ronnie Jameson, Wayne
Thompson, Ricard MacFarland, and
Dana Putnam.

At St

1954 CADILLAC SERIES 62 SEDAN—A styling highlight of the

1954

Cadillac Series 62 six

passenger sedan is the integral windshield visor formed by the roof's forward overhang. Dramatic
new styling and new chassis and suspension engineering make the 1 954 Cadillac a major automotive

General Knox Chapter Chose
advance establishing important future trends, according to Don E. Ahrens, General Manager of
Delegates
Cadillac Motor Car Division.
General Knox Chapter D.A.R.
Panoramic windshield, new front and rear end designs, new low length of body lines and increased
met at the home of Miss Anna Dil
interior roominess are outstanding. With improved steering, braking, handling and riding qualities,
lingham Monday evening with 13
the new Cadillac delivers even greater smoothness and responsiveness from its high compression
members and three guests present.
V-8 engine. Now on display at the Fireproof Garage.
Mrs. Lilia Elliot and Mrs. Ruth
McLain were assisting hostesses.
The Regent and Vice Regent, Miss
Harriet Williams and Mrs. Betty
Shesler. were elected delegates to
the D A.R. Congress in April, and
the Regent. Mrs. Alice Hahn. Mrs
Lilia Elliot and Mrs. Ann Foster
delegates, and the vice regent, Mrs
Ruth Rockwell. Mrs Mary Over
lock and Miss Anna Dillingham al
ternates to the State Conference in
Augusta in March.
Sorrow was expressed by the
members at the death on Jan. 39 of
Miss Katherine Aagesen, a valued
member of the Chapter, and a com- j
mittee on resolutions was appointed
to prepare suitable resolutions tc
be spread upon the records of the
Chapter.
The names of three prospective
members were presented and it was
voted to accept them upon the ac
ceptance of their papers by the Na
tional Board of Management. Ten- :
tative plans were made for enter- i
taining the five Good Citizen can
didates sponsored by the Chapter :
otlock.
at the March meeting. Following 1
Rev. George H. Gledhill attended ’he meeting delicious refreshments |
the annual Convocation Week of were served by the hostesses.
the Bangor Theological Seminary,
Church Notices
held in the Hammond Street Con
Mass will be celebrated at St.
gregational Church at Bangor.
The annual meeting of the Fed James Catholic Church Sunday at
erated Church will be held in the 9 a. m.
Services at the St. John’s Episco
church vestry, Tuesday evening.
pal
Church Sunday morning at 8,
Clarence Leonard, Sr., of Union, a past district deputy grand master ol Masons, ar.d past master of
Feb 9. at 7.30. Election of officers
I niun Lodge ol Masons in Union, raised his fifth son to Masonry in ceremonies held Thursday evening.
will be held, reports of various ac followed by Sunday School at 10.
Services at the Assembly of God’s Pictured after the ceremonies are, in the front row from left to right: Henry Leonard, Clarence Leonard.
tivities will be given, a musical
Sr., and Paul Leonard, principal in the Thursday rites. In back are: Howard Leonard, Clarence Leonard.
Church
(Pentecostal) on Sunday at Jr., and Robert Leonard.
Photo courtesy of Grevis Payson
program will be presented and a
2J0
p.
m.
and
7
p.
m
Sunday
motion picture on the “Hidden
Heart’.' will be shown. Refresh School at 1.30 p. m. Wednesday
1 : Fellowship will meet at 6 p. m
! with Robert Rippey as guest
ments will be served by the mem evening services at 7 p m. Walter
CAMDEN
I speaker.
bers of the Friendly Circle.
All Keller, paster.
English Services at the Holy
members and friends are cordially
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
The Chadavae Club of the Chest
Trinity Lutheran Church at 10
Correspondent
invited to attend.
nut Street Baptist Church met
Telephone 2197
a.
m.
Sunday
School
at
9.30
with
The Wed-Co Club will meet in
Wednesday evening at the church
the Baptist Church vestry Monday choir practice. Finnish services at
parlor. Birthday Night was ob7
30
p.
m.
On
Monday,
the
Adult
evening.
Refreshment committee
Mrs. Daniel R. Yates visited Sun- served and the past presidents of
will be: Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Har Membership Class at 7 p. m. Wed- EDITH E. CREAMER
day with her brother Charles H. the club honored.
A delicious
per, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Chase. nesday, a pot luck supper at 6.30.
Miss Edith E. Creamer. 80. died Hahn. Sr., and family. Belfast.
Italian spaghetti supper was served
followed
by
Devotional
Services.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Townsend, and
February 3rd, at the home of her
The Monday Club will meet at by the hostesses, Mrs. Barbara
Baptist Sunday School at 9 45 sister. Miss Agnes Creamer, in West
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Strong.
the home of Mrs Helga Morse. The Haining. Mrs. Betty Dorr, Mrs. Vera
Mrs. Douglas Brooks will enter a. m.. with morning services at 11. WaldoSoro, after a long illness:
reader will be Mrs. Marion Long.
Fitzsimmons and Mrs. Evelyn Bry
tain the Pine Cone Troop of Girl Rev. Horace Holt of Camden will
She was born in Waldoboro. May
The Camden- Junior Extension ant. The tables and rooms were
Scout at her home on Knox street, deliver the sermon. Young Peoples 27. 1873., the daughter of Adelbert Association will hold its meeting attractively decorated in keeping
Monday. A 5 o’clock buffet supper meeting at 6 p. m. with Walter and Henrietta Nash Creamer. She Monday evening at the home of with Valentine Day. Three beau
will be served after which games Chapman as speaker. Evening serv attended the Methodist Church.
Mrs. Marjorie Hoffses. The meet tiful decorated cakes, with the let
ice at 7 with MiSs Marian Pickard.
Miss Creamer is survived by one ing will be on Plastic Pocketbooks, ters Chadavae Birthday, were on
will be played.
Solo
by
Eleanor
Brooks.
On
Mon

sister. Agnes Creamer, two brothers. with Mrs. Vernette Robarts in the head table where the following
There will be a silver tea at the
home of Mrs. Douglas Brooks on day. Wed-Co Club meets in the Sidney Creamer of Waldoboro, and charge.
past presidents were seated. Mrs
Knox street, Wednesday, Feb. 10. vestry. Thursday, Prayer and Raymond Creamer of Lee; two
Freddie Hale, son of Mrs. Evelyn Marion Hopkins. Mrs. Lillian Her
from 3 to 5. Mrs. Charles Spear Praise meeting with Russell Hoffses nieces and two nephews Funeral Bryant, left Monday for Boston rick. Mrs Lucinda Waterman. Mrs.
services will be held on Sunday at where he will enter Boston Univer Barbara Haining and Miss Ger
and Mrs. Laurence Shesler wil! as speaker.
Sunday School at 9.45 a. m., at 10.30 a. m. at the residence of Miss sity.
pour.
Miss Dorothy Lawry of
trude Heal, the present president
the Federated Church with Albert Agnes Creamer, with Rev Robert
There will be an evening service At the close of the meeting a pro
Rockland will play the organ.
Interment at the Chestnut Street Baptist gram. under the direction of Mrs.
Volunteer workers on the hot Harjula as superintendent. Morn Plummer officiating.
lunch program for the coming week ing services at 11. Sacraments of will be in the German Lutheran Church Sunday at 7 p. m., with Adele Hopkins and Mrs. Minnie
special music by the Junior Choir. Moody was enjoyed.
The next
at the Green street School will be: the Lord's Supper will be cele Cemetery.
The Junior Pilgrim Fellowship of meeting will be Feb 17.
Mis. May Newbert. Mrs. Madeline brated. Sermon by the Rev. George
the Congregational Church will
Jackson, Mrs. Bertha Spear, Mrs H. Gledhill on “Convocation High WALTER T. STACKPOLE
Walter T. Stackpole. 73. a re meet at the Parish House Sunday
Edna Keyes, and Mrs. Dorothy lights." Church music: Anthem by
the choir, "Come Unto Me Ye tired farmer whose home was on at 4.45 for transportation on the
Daggett.
Weary,
” by Hawley. Solo, by Wil the Georges River Road in Thom Rockland trip. The Senior Pilgrim
Mrs. Ralph Pierpont is a tonsil
lectomy patient at Knox Hospital. liam T. Smith, Jr., “Communion aston, died in Rockland Thursday
Hymn.” Small children will be evening.
Sunday afternoon at 2.30 from
Friendly 4-H Club
Mr. Stackpole was bom in the Russell Funeral Home in
cared for during the service of wor
The Friendly 4-H Club, recently ship by Mrs. Eivind Moss. Sunday Thomaston, Sent. 5, 1880 to El- Rockland with Rev. J. Charles
formed by Mrs. George Newbert, evening, Every Membership Can kanah and Mary Stone Stackpole. MacDonald of the First Baptist
met at her home on High street. vass Committee meets with William
He is survived by his widow. Church officiating.
Wednesday afternoon.
Officers C. Brooks. Jr., at his home at 7JO Mrs. Ella Hastings Stackpole, and
Burial will be in the Village
elected were: President George o'clock. Tuesday, annual meeting one spn, Charles E. Stackpole of Cemetery in Thomaston.
Newbert, Jr.; vice president, Philip of the Federated Church in the Thomaston. Also, a sister. Mrs.
Seekins; secretary. Thomas Little vestry at 7.30 p. m.
Emma N. S’ackpole of Thomas
field; and treasurer, Warren Peter
Camden Theatre
ton and one granddaughter.
son. Michael DeWolfe demonstra
The most beautiful car ever pro
Funeral - services w’ill be held
NOW!
$70 CASH NITE
ted the making of chocolate syrup, duced, the Cadillac for ’54, is now
after which refreshments were on display at Fireproof Garage.
Les Barker as "Tarzan”—with
served.
Those attending were: This automobile is the all time
Joyce McKenzie in
Philip Seekins, Eric Harjula. Mi pride and joy of the foremost fineSUNDAY - MONDAY
"TARZAN ANO THE
chael DeWolfe. Kurt Hoffses. Tho car builder of the nation. See it at
SHE-DEVIL"
AND TUESDAY
WALDOBORO
mas Littlefield. Warren Peterson. Fireproof Garage. •
Plus 2nd* Hit—Dan Duryea,
TEL. TEmple 2-5345
George Newbert, Jr., and the mas
Frances Gifford, Touch Connors
Every Evening at 8.06. Matinees
cot. Wesley Newbert. Next meet
"SKY COMMANDO"
APPLETON
Saturday
at
2.00.
Sunday
at
3.00
ing will be Monday, Feb. 15.
And Ch. 8, “LOST PLANET”
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moody were
Honored Guest
TODAY ONLY, FEB. 6
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Miss Carole Clarke, daughter of recent guests of his brother-in-law. |
Fred MacMurray
History's Most Exciting Sea Tale
Ralph Clarke of Rockland, was and sister Mr. and Mrs. George
Barbara Stanwyck in
guest of honor at a birthday party Buck of Warren. They also in
"THE MOONLIGHTER"
A world of adventure!
spected
the
new
home
the
Bucks
recently at the home of Mrs. Junetta
are having built in Camden.
Mrs. Esther Keating chairman
FEBRUARY 7-8
of the March of Dimes in Appleton
NOTICE
Jane Powell, Gordon MacRae,
reports returns are coining in very
Gene Nelson in
I Will Be Available For Work slowly and wishes to remind every- |
“THREE SAILORS AND
one that all returns are supposed to
A GIRL"
As Usual After Feb. 15.
be in by this week.
— In Technicolor —
CONTRACT PAINTING
Robert A. Murphy H. M 2 U. S.N
and Mrs. Murphy (Nee Edne Paul)
ANO PAPERHANGING
of Belfast are the proud patents ot
a six pound two ounce girl, born at
Howard M.
Dow Field Hoapltal. The baby has
been named Angells Mary. Mrs
Kenniston
Murphy is the daughter of Mrs.
Helen Simpson.

Clarence Takes Fifth Son Into Masonry

6ITUAKY

NOW
■KALI

WALDOTHMTRE

Peter’s Episcopal Church,

Rev. E O Kenyon, rector. Sunday
service: Parish Communion and
sermon at 9 30. Weekday services.
Tuesday, Mass at 7 JO; Wednesday.
Mass at 6 a. m ; Thursday and
Friday. Mass at 7JO
• * • *
St Bernard’s Church. Pars Street,
Rockland.
Sunday Masses—8.00
and 1100 A. M. Week day Mass645 A. M. Confessions—Saturday330 and 7.00 P. M.
Our Lady of Good Hope Church
Camden. Sunday Mass—930 A. M.
St. James the Apostle Church,
Thomaston.
Sundav Mass—9.00
A. M.
Please note the change in the
hours from those in the summer
schedule.
• • • •
The Sunday morning worship
service at the Pratt Memorial
Methodist Church will be at 10.30
when Rev. Merle Conant will
preach on the theme "The Cross Is
Positive.” The Communion Service
will be observed. Dr. Adams will
play the organ at the morning servi:e tomorrow as Anne Davis is ill.
The choir will sing the anthem
"Still, Still With Thee” by Rogers
Dante Pavone and Adelaide Kaler
will present the beautiful duet "As
Pants the Hart” by Ashford. An
opportunity for all age groups to
share in lhe program of religious
education will be offered from 11 to
12.10 when the Church School
meets for study. A new men's
class has been started with Ralph
Clark as leader and teacher. All
the men of the parish are invited to
attend it. The Youth Fellowship
will meet at 5 o’clock for games,
worship, business and a film strip
of some interesting activities of
our missionaries on the foreign
field. All high school youth are in
vited to attend.
The activities for the week will
include the Girl Scouts on Monday
afternoon at 3.30; the Boy Scouts
on Monday evening at 7 o'clock;
prayer meeting on Tuesday at 7.30: j
Baraca on Wednesday with a sup
per at 6 o’clock, the committee to
be Mildred Achorn. Fern Horeyseck.
Fannie Dow. Inez Ames and Mae
Gregory; the choir will rehearse on
Friday evening at 7 o’clock. Dante
Pavone will direct.
* » * *
Sunday evening worship service
j will be held in the South Thomasi ton Methodist Church at 7 o'clock
Mr. Conant will preach on the sub
ject "The Cross Is Positive.” Com' munion of the Lord's Supper will
i be observed. All are invited to the
, service.
* * * *
: The Nazarene Church, Rev.
Oakley E. Woodward, pastor. Sun
day services are as follows: Sunday
School at 9.45: morning worship at
j 10.45; young people’s meeting at 6
, and the evening evangelistic meet
ing at 7.30. The mid-week prayer
meeting is on Wednesday night
at 7.30.
* * * *
The Unlversalist Church this
Sunday will honor the Boy Scouts
of America and the “Four Chap
lains Day" of the American Legion
a! the 11 a m. church w orship servI ice. The minister. Rev. George H
: Wood, will have as his sermon topic
"Sea Of Glory" which is the story
of the Four Chaplaitjs on board the
U.S.S. Dorchester in World War
Two, and has invited members of
the local Legion Post and Auxiliary'
members and members and parents
of the new Cub Scout Pack spon
sored by this church, to be present.
Greeters of the day are two Le
gionnaires in uniform, Howard M
Kenniston and Frank J. McDonnell.
Ushers are Gerald S. Grant. Jack
Lowe, Ellery Nelson and E. R.
Veazie. The new choral group or
ganized by Mrs. Nathalie Snow will
be present with Paul E. Snow, solo
ist, and Miss Dorothy Lawry, or
ganist, The weekly church and
parish paper notes call attention
to a parish supper sponsored by the
Tonian Circle to be held next week
Wednesday evening at 6 p. m. with

motion
pictures.
Thp church
school with Supt. Sam Collins
mpets at the 11 a. m.. hour of wor
ship also, and th< men’s study-class
meets regularly Sundays at 10
а. m. All persons are cordially
welcome at worship and events,
classes, groups, and circles at the
Unlversalist Church.
« * * •

Remembrance."
Church School
classes will convene at 9.30 for third
graders and over, and at 10.30 for
those from two to second graders.
Comrades of the Way will meet at
6.30 p. m.
Appointments for the week in
clude: Monday, Girl Scout Troops
1, 10. and 12 meet at 3 at the
church; Boy Scout Troop 206 at 7,
and at 7.30 Joins with other Troops
and Packs In observing "Boy Scout
Anniversary Day” (1910-1954) at
7.30 at the Rockland High School
auditorium; Tuesday, Brownie Troop
20 meets at 3 at the church, and
at 7.30 Troop 206 plays host to the
Coast District
Leaders Round IV
Table: Wednesday, the Senior
Choir meets at 7 in the church for
rehearsal, and at 7.30 the Round's
Group meets at 7.30 for a monthly
session; Thursday, the Diligent
Dames meet at 2.30 in the church,
and at 7.30 the Odds and Ends hold
a postponed session: Friday, the
Junior Choir rehearses at the
church, 3.15 p. m.

The w-hoEy spiritual nature of
effective prayer which overcomes
sin. sickness, and sorrow, will be
®et forth at CSxriatlan Saience
services this Sunday. Selection?
from the Authorized King James
Version of the Bible and correla
tive oassages from "Science and
Health with Key To the Scrip
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy, com
prise the Lesson-Sermon entitled
"Spirit.” Scriptural texts include
the following words of Christ Opportunity Class
Jesus from John: “The hour
cometh. and now is. when the true Reports On Fine
worshippers shall worship the
Father in spirit and in truth: for Work Done
Lhe Father seeketh such to wor
Opportunity Class of the First .
ship him. God is a Spirit: and
Baptist Church met Thursday eve
they that worship him must wor
ship him in spirit and in tridh" ning at the home of Mrs. Bernice
Leach, with the following members
(4:23 the. 24).
present: Mrs. Clara Emery, Mrs.
• * * •
Notices for the week at the Lit Elizabeth Davis, Mrs. Helen Bean,
tlefield Memorial Baptist Church, Mrs. Alice Kaler. Mrs. Marian Lind
Rev. James W. Dagino, pastor, in sey, Mrs. Ada Ames. Mrs. Corice
clude: 10.30 a. m.. Morning worship Randall, Mrs. Frances Sherer, Mrs.
service, when the pastor will ! Bernice Leach. Mrs. Rose Shaw.
preach concerning the "Functions : Mrs. Elva Johnson. Mrs. Nellie
of a Baptist Church." Communion Magune. Mrs. Catherine Collins,
to be observed; at 11.45 a. m„ Sun j Mrs. Pauline Saunders. Mrs. Mar
day school: 6 p. m.. Baptist Youth garet Robbins. Miss Mildred Rich
Fellowship; 7.15 p. m.. sermon sub ards. Miss Alice McIntosh, Miss
ject, “New England’s Greatest Ilene Stanford.
Mrs. Nellie Magune led the devo
Failure.” The Youth Choir will
sing and there will be special mu tions and 19 calls on sick and shutins were reported. Special prayers 1
sic.
Monday at 7 p. m., the World were offered for ill members of the
Wide Guild will meet with Beverly class. In the absence of Mrs. Bra
Dorr at her home on Warren street zier, Welfare Chairman, no de
with Mrs. Marie Thurston as tailed report was given
Hattie Richards. White Cross
guide; on Tuesday, at 7.30 p. m.,
prayer meeting in the vestry, and I chairman, was absent on account of
Wednesday. 7 p m.. Ladies Aid will illness. It was reported that the
meet at the home of Mrs. Annie hospital garments were not yet
I completely finished, and also that
Dorman. North Main street.
* ♦ » *
gauze compresses for the mission
As
At Owl's Head Baptist Chapel, ary box had yet to be done.
Rev. James W Dagino, pastor, at many as can do so will meet to do
the 9 a. m. morning worship, the the work. A report was made by a
pastor will bring a timely message member of the group who had visit
concerning, "Faith. Functions, and ed the City Farm on a recent SunFellowship of Baptists." Commu ! day afternoon. The matron of the
nion service to be observed; at Home and the residents express
1015 a. m„ Sunday School for all great pleasure and urged that mem
ages and on Thursday at 7.30 p. m bers come again, which it was de
prayer meeting at the church. cided to do. It was also suggested
Quarterly business meeting to fol where the residents feel lonely and
low the prayer, praise, and testi that a group visit a nursing home
neglected.
mony service.
• • ♦ »
A tentative date for the cooking
The Sunday services at the First school was set for March 8. The
Baptist Church will open with the president reported that the St.
prayer time at 10.15. In the 10.30 George High School had promised
service the pastor. Rev. J. Charles to mimeograph 75 copies of the
MacDonald, will preach on the sub Constitution and By-Laws, no
ject, "A Re-examination”, and the charge except for the coast of the
Communion Service will follow the stencil and necessary paper. Mrs.
sermon. The nursery for small Helen Bean presented the program
children will be open during the which included readings concern
morning service.
The Church ing George Washington and Abra
School will have Bible study classes ham Lincoln, a patriotic quiz. In i
for all age groups at 12. Mildred
addition verses were distributed and
Copeland will be the leader of the
each member asked to complete the
Ambassadors for Christ meeting at
verse using the word Valentine.
б. A prayer period will be held at
Some very clever verses were writ
7. preceding "The Gospel Story ten.
Hour” at 7.15. In the broadcast
Refreshments were served by the
portion of the service from 7.30 to
hostesses. Alice Kaler, Marian
8 the music will be by the choir
Lindsey, and Bernice Leach. The
and a young soloist, and the sub
March meeting will be held at the
ject of the message by Mr. Mac
Donald will be "Lingering Lot". home of Mrs. Leach with Nellie
The Golden Hour of prayer and Magune, Alice McIntosh, and Helen
praise will be held on Tuesday at Pinkham as hostesses and Eliza
7.30. The Women’s Mission Circle beths Davis in charge of the pro
gram.
will meet on Wednesday at 2.30. On
Saturday the preparation prayer
For social items in The Courierservice will be held at 7.30.
Gazette. Phone 1044 City
tf
• • • •
At the Congregational Church,
Rev. Charles R. Monteith. pastor,
SOCIAL DANCE
morning worship will be at 10.40
SOITH THOMASTON
with the reception of new members
GRANGE HALL
EVERY SATURDAY
and the observance of the Sacra
Music by the Nor’eaaten
ment of the Lord's Supper. A cor
Donation 50c Everyone Welcoi
dial invitation is extended all to
83-S-tf
participate in this service. The
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AFTER A WHILE-A GUY'S

GOT TO LET GO...
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WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 49

Social Matters
Mrs. Inez Ames and Mrs. Dora
Mank, the co-chairmen for the Fall
Fair, were in charge of an all-day
sewing and luncheon in the Metho
dist vestry on Wednesday. They
were assisted by Mrs. Annie Eaton
and Mrs. Rose Gardner. Others
present were Mrs. Millie Coombs.
Mrs. Dingley, Mrs. Iva Chatto, Mrs.
Alice Conant, Mrs. Lina Mountfort,
Mrs. Fannie Dow, Mrs. Mae Greg
ory, Mrs. Marjorie McFarland, Mrs.
Flavilla Kennedy, Mrs. Edna Have
ner, Mrs. Lena deRociiemont, Mrs.
Marjorie Trask, Mrs. Fern Horey
seck, Mrs. Helen Fish and Mrs. Lo
retta Bicknell. The steering com
mittee met in the afternoon with
Mrs. Ames and Mrs. Mank. They
included Mrs. Chatto, Mrs. Havener.
Mrs. Conant and Mrs. Edith
Tweedie. The next meeting will be
held Feb. 17 in the vestry with Mrs.
Chatto, Mrs. Conant, Mrs. Gregory
and Mrs. Dow as hostesses.

Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Ameri
can Legion Auxiliary will meet
Tuesday at 6.30 for supper and a
business meeting. A spaghetti sup
per will be served with Mrs. Vera
French as chairman. Members are
requested to bring game prizes.

Mrs. Clara Curtis will leave Mon
day for Boston. On Tuesday morn
ing she will leave by plane from
the Logan Airport for West Palm
Beach, Fiorida to make an extend
ed visit with her son, S Sgt. David
Curtis, Jr., and grandson David 3rd.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell E. Bartlett
entertained at supper and cards
Wednesday evening at their home
on the Old County Road. Guests
were Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ladd,
Mr. and Mrs. Putnam Bicknell, Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Munsey and Dr
and Mrs. R. L. Stratton.
Miss Harriet Rankin and Mrs.
Florence McMillan left last night
by bus for a visit to West Palm
Beach, Florida. Enroute they will
be overnight guests of Mrs. Mc
Millan’s brother and sister-in-law.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Thomas in
Arlington, Va.

Mrs. Gertrude Payson, widow o!
Judge Edward C. Payson, fell
Thursday night sustaining a frac
tured shoulder. She is a patient
at Knox Hospital. ,

ROCKPORT
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483
February Vacation for the Rdckport schools has been changed
from the week of Feb. 15th to the
week of Feb. 22. Feb. 12 will be a
school holiday. One session will be
held on Feb. 19; school closing at
11.45 a. m.
The Thimble Club will meet
Tuesday for a Valentine Party at
the home of Mrs. Evelyn Crockett.
Wesleyan Guild

The Wesleyan Guild met Wed
nesday evening at the home of Mrs.
Alice Welt, Pearl street. Camden.
It was voted to hold a food sale
Wednesday afternoon at the Cor
ner Shop.
Refreshments were served by co
hostesses Mrs. Welt. Mrs. Dorothy
Young and Mrs. Barbara Wood
ward.
The next meeting will be held
Wednesday evening, Feb. 17. at the
home of Mrs. Beatrice Richards.
Co-hostesses will be Mrs Caroline
Barrcws. Mrs. Susie Ausplund. and
Mrs. Blanche Wentworth.
Stevens-Burns

Miss Lois Burns, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Orris Burns, Sr., of Union

Weate Club met at the home of
Mrs. Susan Bowley, Talbot Avenue.
Wednesday night. Canasta was en
joyed, honors going to Mrs. Vivian
Whittier. Mrs. Edith Levenseler and
Mrs. Frances Farrand. Late lunch
was served by the hostess, assisted
by Mrs. Elizabeth Gilbert. Mrs.
C'.ara Curtis, who leaves for Florida
Monday to spend some time with
her son and grandson, was pleas
antly surprised by a gift from the
group. Others present were Mrs.
Edith Hallowell, Mrs. Dorothy Bax
ter and Mrs. Audrey Teel.
• A dinner dance to benefit the
polio fund is planned by the Elks
and Emblem Clubs for February 13.
This will be held at the Elks Home,
dinner being served buffet style be
tween 7.30 and 9 p. m. The very
able
committee members are
Frank Kaler, Alfred Plourd and
Louis Cook from the Elks Club
and Mrs. Vivian Whittier, gen
eral chairman from the Emblem
Club. Decorating will be in charge
of Walter Morse, assisted by Mrs.
Myrtle Nelson and Mrs. Margaret
Carr.
Rockland Emblem Club met
Thursday night at the Elks Home.
Mrs. Adah Roberts, Supreme Dis
trict Deputy, installed the follow
ing officers: First Guard, Mrs.
Flora Carroll: Prpss Correspondent.
Mrs. Tillie Anastasio. The Presi
dent, Mrs. Vivian Whittier, appoint
ed Mrs. Thelma Parsons and Mrs.
Bernadette Manseau as members of
the nominating committee, and the
following were elected to the committee: Mrs. Ruth Ames, Mrs. Marion Cook and Mrs. Genie Annis.
Auditors appointed are Mrs. Alsa
Moody. Mrs. Doris Moores and Mrs.
Berniece Freeman. A card party is
planned for the 26th of this month.
Mrs. Adali Roberts chairman. A
I committee meeting will be held at
i Mrs. Robert, home Monday evening
Lunch was served from a table
decorated with gold and purple, the
Emblem Club colors. Hospitality
chairman for the evening was Mrs
Betty Guay.

Heart Drive City-wide Canvass On Feb. 14

The film "Learning To Under
stand Children," will be present
ed next Tuesday night at the
February meeting of the Warren
Parent-Teacher Association, by
Vernon Jordan, grade school prin
cipal.
Refreshment committee
includes. Mrs. Judson Lord, Mrs.
Charles Kigel, and Mrs. Kenneth
Reed. Mr. Jordan will be the host
of the evening.
The postponed one-act jKay con
test, Warren High School, will be
held Wednesday night at Town
Hall, curtain at 7.30 p. m.
Warren schools were closed
Thursday due to the icy side
roads.
Mrs. R. E. Royer is a patient at
Kr.ox Hospital.
Rev. Curtis Cady Busby re
turned home Wednesday night
after attending the three-day
convocation held at the Bangor
Theological Seminary at Bangor.
Troop 224 Boy Scouts of America
will be represented Saturday night
at the Scout Jamboree at Waldo
boro.
Warren schools closed at noon
Wednesday, the teachers attending
that afternoon, a meeting of the
Teachers’ As.ociation of school
Union 73. held at the Waldoboro
High School.
Thomas Wildey night was ob
served recently by Mystic Rebekah
Lodge.
The Master Mason degree was
conferred on two candidates Mon
day night, by St. George Lodge.
A.F.&A.M. Guests were present.
A 630 lobster stew supper was
under the direction of
G€Orge Buck
; Refreshment committee for the
regular meeting of Mystic Rebekah
j

Mondav nigM ln„,u(le Mr#

Ruth Perry. Mrs. Rena Stevens,
and Miss Athleen Robinson. Work
after the meeting will be on the
president’s project.
The entered apprentice degree
will be conferred on one candi
date. next Monday night at a spe
cial meeting of St. George Lodge.
A.F.&AIM.
Woman’s Club Study Unit
Under the chairmanship of Mis.
street, became the bride of Arthur Cornelius Overlock, the program
B. Stevens, son of Mr. and Mrs. ' on "Our Heritage of National
Arthur M. Stevens of Eoothbay Leaders.' was presented Friday
Harbor, at the Boothbay Methodist afternoon at the January meetChurch Monday evening, Jan. 25,1 inS
{he Woman's Club Study
with the Rev. Forest F. Fcwle of- Unit held with Mrs. Fred Perkins,
fic.ating in a single ring ceremony.
Several speakers, slated for
The bride, given in marriage by short talks, took up the following.
her father, was lovely in a brown Washington ar.d Lincoln, for presi
taffeta street' dress trimmed with dents: John J. Pershing, and
lace. Her accessories were brown Dwight E:senhcw*er for genera.s,
and she carried a bouquet of white Horace Mann and Payson Smith,
carnations
for educators; Henry Ward BeechThe couple was attended by Miss «• and Norman Vincent Peale, for
Jeanette Pitkin of Bath, as maid of clergymen; C-ara Bai ton and
honor, and Warren Hawley, Jr., of J«i>® L). Rockefeller, philanBa’h as best man.
j thropists; John Singer Sargent
The maid of honor was dressed ard Waldo Pierce, artists; Benjain rust taffeta and she carried a min Franklin, statesman; Luther
Burbank, and John Burroughs,
bouquet of yellow mums.
The couple left Immediately fol horticulturist and naturalist; Will
lowing the ceremony for a wedding Rogers, and Arthur Godfrey, hu
morists; and Whittier and Anne
trip to Baltimore, Md.
Mrs. Stevens is a graduate of Lindbergh, poets.
Rockport High School, Sargent
Lions Club
College of Physical Education and
The Warren Lions Club is re
she received her master’s degree at newing the charter, for troop 214,
Harvard College. She is now em Boy Scouts of America, which the
ployed as a physical therapist at Club sponsors. The Club appoint
the Hyde Memorial Home at Bath. ed the following committee as a
Stevens is a veteran of World scout fund raising group. Paul
War II and will soon start a me Dillaway. B J. Peilicani, and Fred
chanical drafting course.
Perkiin.3, Jr„ at the Wednesday
The couple will make their future night meeting. The annual visi
home in Bath.
tation was made at this time by
Out-of-tcwn guests were Mr. and Gerald Grant of Rockland, dis
Mrs. Orris Burns and children, Ed trict governor. New member re
ward. Johnny, and Bobbj’ of Cam ceived was Louis Pecci. Visitors
den, Mr. and Mrs. Orris Burns, Sr., were present Wednesday night
and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barrows from Rockland Lions Club. The
and children Jay, Rosemary. Lois demonstration on lighting by Ar
Jean and Jeffrey of Rockport, and thur Moore of Sylvania, Waldo
Mrs. Lon Arnold of New Hamp boro, assisted by two others from
shire.
the company was interesting and

Madeline Watson

Monday Was

Has Lovely Party

Busy Time At
G. A. R. Hall

On 7th Birthday

enoto o> Jura
The annual Heart Fund drive will start in Rockland on Heart Sunday, Feb. 14 with a house to house
canvass directed by the ladies above. This will he the onh means used to obtain funds, with the canvassing
broken dow n into wards. Distributing the material t > be used in the drive, from left to right are.: Mrs.
Levi Flint, assigned to Ward 7; Mrs. Ralph llopkin, Ward 3: Mrs. Donald Huntley, Ward 2: Miss Dorothy
Lawry and Mrs. Gilmore Soule, co-chairman for the drive, with Miss Lawry also covering Ward 4; Mrs. Fred
Snow, Ward 6; Mrs. Joseph Belyea, Ward 1; and Mrs. George Lewis, Ward 5.

SOUTH SCHOOL STUDENT SHOW ON Fascinating Story
MONDAY EVENING WILL BENEFIT

FLUORINE TREATMENT FUND

On "Trees" Given

I By Mrs. Beverage

Students of South School will en- ; Small.
At the Wednesday meeting of the
tertain South School PTA members 1 Vocal solo, "My Happiness." Haze! • yj salon circle of Immanuel Church
with a special program oil Monday 1 Wooster.
(Unlversalist i Mrs Clarence Bever
evening, following a short business ■ P ano solo, “Caprice In C", age was guest speaker, her subject
meeting of the parents group.
; Audrey Goff
being "Nature Studies" with special
A -silver collection will be taken , Vocal duet, 'Mission Of S',. Au- emphasis on "Trees," which she
durlng the entertainment to help' gustine", Barbara Robbins. Shearer made most informative and inter
toward costs of the fluorine'treat Hooper.
esting. She opened with a delight
ment being given the students of
Vocal trio. Winter Wonderland”. ful poem about Trees, then ex
the school.
Ka'.hy Emery, Ruth Ann Jackson plained the mechanics of roots,
The show is under the direction and Sylvia Noyes.
leaves, twigs, etc. The "refined
of Fred Verrill of the school faculty
Piano solo. "Duane", Nancy sap” comes down, the crude sap
and Joseph Coakley, president of Johnson.
goes up. contrary to popular un
PTA.
Vocal duet, "Missing In Action”. derstanding.
Chlorvphyll causes
The program which is to be pre Sandra Robbins and Hazel Wooster. the sap to become colored, not
sented follows:
Vocal solo, “Keep It a Secret", frosts, as sc many think. A large
Baton twirlers: Joanne Grispl, Susan Foley, accompanied by Mar- tree evapora’es 187.000 gallons of
Flavllla Billings, Verna Studley,! c a Foley.
fluid each day. She spoke briefly
Regina Hyland, Sandra Sylvester, ' Vocal duet. Bimbo", Linda Lin- about tiie conifers which came first
Donna Poulin. Janice Phillips. Pris- . scott and Linda Morey.
in creation, the deciduous trees
cilia Smith.
I Vocal . duet, “Just In Love”,
came later, some 190 million years
Tap dance. "Sunny Side of the Sandra Peterson and Kathy Emery. ago.
Street” by Pam Johnson.
I Novelty duet. “Ten O'clock SpellThe business meeting was con
Vocal duet, "You, You. You," Vin- ' ing," Sylvia Noyes and Norma ducted by Mrs Ivy Brackett, anc!
I Conary.
cent Fullerton and Donald Ott.
the worship service by Mrs. J. A
Piano solo, "Ave Maria", David Jameson. Several committee re
Piano solo, “Tennessee Waltz,"
' Barstow.
Vrrna Studley.
ports were given, with still a re
School Band. "Merry Widow” and quest for salable articles for the
Vocal duet, “South of the Border".
Audrey Goff and Trudy Henderson. i “Marine's Hymn”.
Clara Barton Birthplace, vacation
Vocal solo, “Cnanging Partners". ! In the band art: Leona Gagne, spot for diabetic girts in North Ox
Elizabeth Sulides. Pauline Barton, ford. Mass. Here girls of all de
Ralph Rackliff.
Vocal quartet, “Deadwood Stage", Frank Post Gerry Anderson, David nominations, and from several
Norma Conary. Verna Conway, Lea- Barstow. David Morey. Barbara States in this country- and abroad
trice Conway and Mary Teel.
Philbrock
come for a two weeks period each
Song group, "Eight Bells", "PaloSanford Ames. John Sawyer summer and received daily instruc
mita", Paul Arbo. Caroline Tolman. Brai.dford Knight. Rebecca Dow. tion in regard to proper diets and
Gloria Fields. Richard DeMass, WUllam Fifieid. Earlene Sayward v.hat Insulin can do for them.
Gertrude Vasso, Evelyn McLain. Pau! Arbo, Sandra Sylvester.
Rev Mr Wood called attention
Audrey Goff, Ronald Smith, Alice
Robert Lord. Darold Poulin, Wes- 1 t0 this Sunday being devoted
Philbrook. Trudy Henderson, Ron- ley Nichols. Woodbury Pest, M.- Ii throughout the nation at Boy
aid Hill, Cynthia Colomy.
chael Coakley. Caroline Chatto.
Scout and American Legion ChapTap dance, "Jersey Bounce",
The accompanist will be Mrs | lains Observances, and invited all
Sandra Sylvester and Rose Ann Lois Harjula
to be present with friends. Re
freshments were served by Mes
:f Belfast, who had stenciled a dames Ella Bird. Pauline Gregory.
informative.
The Warren Lions Club wil! triangle motif, signifying the Tri- Doris Bowley. Ger’rude Payson,
present the third annual minstrel County Club, in the centre of and Alice Fuller.
The March meeting will be held
show- this coming spring.
A which was a reproduction of a
meeting of the club directors, and butterfly buiton, ;aken bv Mrs. on the 3d. with Mrs. Ida Dondis as
all Lions interested ln the show- Tapley from an Illustration io a guts’, speaker her topic: "High
will be held next Monday night, book by Dorothy Fester Brown lights of Israel."
at 7 p. m„ at the home of Henry' The cover was very colorful, the
laukka. Middle Road. Commit design in silver, on a blue back
tees for the minstrel will be se ground.
Luncheon was served by a com
lected at this time.
mittee
from the
Thomaston
Tri-County Button Club Meets i
Wed-Co Cluo. Plans were made for
Mrs. Will Kelley of Warren pre the Feb. 27 meeting to be held at
sented the paper on "Overall and Meguntieook Grange Hall, Cam
Work Clothes Buttons." at the den, with Mrs. Mary Nash, the
January meeting of the Tri-Coun hostess. Mrs. Chester Wallace "f
Troop 17 met at the Farnsworth
ty Button Ciub held at the vestry Warren will present a paper on
Museum on Wednesday. An In
cf the Thomason Baptist Church "Pearls,” at this meeting.
vestiture Ceremony was held for
Saturday. Displays of this type of
Church Notices
Carol Tilton, which allowed her to
outton were shown in conjunction
"Putting Man In His Place," become an official member of the
with Mrs. Kelley's talk. The club's
yearly programs were distributed will be the sermon topic Sunday Troop and all the girls took part in
at this time, accompanied by the morning at the Congregational welcoming Carol as a new member
Work was done on "My Troop
Club collect. Covers for the pro Church.
Rev. Bruce P Cummings will Badge." Girls made plans for a
grams were by Mrs. Alice Tapley
have for his sermon topics at the I suPPer PartV « Part of the HomeBaptlst Church Sunday, the fol- I malter Badge..
lowing, at 10 a. m." Put On the
Whole Armor," and at 7 p. m. APPLETON
In The King's Business." BapPrayer meeting this week will be
I tist young people will assist in the held at the home of Mr and Mrs.
morning service, which will be Maynard Brown.
■ followed by Communion.
Royce Miller was the guest of
The Baptist Mid-week service friends in Machias, over the week
will be held Tuesday, .night, next end.
week, instead of Wednesday night,
Mrs. Ellis Simpson and Mrs Tmy
as is customary.
Esancy spent Sunday in Belfast
w-here they made the acquaintance
Those c’tizens who like a bar
of their granddaughter and great
gain. a real bargain, with top
granddaughter Angela Mary Mur
quality food stuffs, canned foods
phy. They also visited Mrs. Simp
and general groceries and have
son son and daughter-in-law, Mr.
products selling very cheaply in a and Mrs. David Paul.
" close the stock out quickly" sa'.e
Mr. and Mrs Jack Hild'tch have
will make their way the next few sold their home in Burkettvllle and
days to the Norman Kalloch store have returned to Hopkinton, Mars.
at North Maia and Birch street Mrs Hilditch will enter the Fram
corner, Walter Butler Square. The ingham Union Hospital for surgi
store, well stocked, is being closed cal treatment.
at once and the stock will be sold
Pfc. Stanley Demuth ls spending
at real bargain prices. Better a short furlough with his parents
come up at once before the Mg Mr. and Mrs. Fred Demuth, before
stock is gone.
15*16 receiving reassignment.
MAINE MUSIC CO.

Church Notes

At the Appleton Baptist Church,
Musical Instrument Repairs
Morning 8ervice begins at 11 o’clock.
The topic for the morning is “The
RADIO—TV—PHONOGRAFH
Fellowship of the Cup” In the
gales and Sendee
evening st 730 there will be an oldTEL,
70S
106 MAIN ST.
15.17 fashioned hymn sing, special music,

Miss Madeline Watson, daughter
of Mr. snd Mrs. Norman Watson,
West Meadow Road, celebrated
her seventh birthday Wednesday
evening with a party at her home
from 6.30 to 8 o'clock. After she
,pel.cd her many lovely gifts, re
freshments of sandwiches, punch,
oe cream, cookies and a hand
some birthday cake, made by heunt, Mis R chard Freeman, were
served.
Valentine
decorations
were used and each guest received
a basket filled with candy. Atending were Trudy and Jani«
Benner, Karen O'Jala. Theodore
Jr. and Bruce Benner, Steven
looper, Cor.rad and Donna Winhenbaugh, Peggy and Sharon
Johnson ar.d Robert Benner of
Rockland and Sharon Freeman
and Wanda Gregory of Glen Cove.
The mothers were guests of Mrs.
WaLscn.
Special guests were
Madeline's grandmother Mrs. Ern
est Benner and her aunt and
uncle Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Martin
of Owl's Head.

In G. A. R. Hall, Monday even
ing the members of the Civil War
Memorial Association assembled to
hear the reports of the Treasurer,
Mrs. Mae Cross; of the auditor. Mrs.
Bessie Sullivan; of the President,
Mrs. Eliza Plummer and the clerk,
Mrs. Velma Marsh.
Elected to membership In the
Association were Mrs. Mildred
Sprague and Mrs. Marguerite
Grindle of Edwin Libby Relief
Corps: Mrs. Bessie Sullivan and
Mrs. Ruth TThompson, Anderson
Camp Auxiliary; Mrs Berniece
Jackson and Mrs. Annie Aylward.
Ruth Mayhew Tent; Arthur Marsh
and Ed Mullen, Anderson Camp;
trustees, Millie Thomas, Herman
Winchenbaugh. Berniece Hatch and
Lina Carroll; president, Eliza
Plummer: vice president. Priscilla
Smith; treasurer. Mae Cross; clerk,
Velma Marsh and auditor, Bessie
Sullivan.
Recommendation included fur
nace renovation, and chairs re
paired for lodge room usage. Also
respect paid to the memory of the
late Margaret Rackliff. and a ris
Charles L. Collins
ing vote of thanks to al! who have
Chosen President
given freely of services in the
of maintaining this memorial
Of Ingraham Class cause
home—The G AR. Hall.
Mrs. Catherine Libby and staff of
The Ingraham Eible Class of the
First Baptist Church met on Mon officers were installed by Past De
day evening at the Church for their partment President Lina Carroll,
annual meeting. A fish chowder with Mrs. Bessie Haraden install
Both performed their
supper was served to members and ing guide
guests. Maurice Snow served as services in a pleasing and efficient
chef in the absence of John Staljl manner.
Besides Mrs. Libby, the officers
who has acted in that capacity for
the class fcr many years. He was and committees are: Lena Richard
assisted by Edmond Wotton and' son, senior vice president: Carrie
House, junior vice president: Chap
Bert Gregory.
Officers elected were: President.! lin. Bessie Sullivan; treasurer. Pris
Charles L. Collins; Vice President, i cilla Smith: patriotic instructor,
Carl H. Buenzli; Secretary, Ernest! Lizzie French; council Marion
Bessie
L. .Brazier. Treasurer Edmond A Springer, Inez Packard
Wotton; Teacher Leslie Packard: Haraden: secretary and prpss. Eli
Assistant Teacher. Bert St. Clair. za Plummer; guide, Lina Carroll;
After the business meeting Robert guard. Jennie Pietroski: assistant
Crie shewed co’ored slides of trips guard. Annie Aylward: flag bearers.
he has taken to Quebec and Mon-' Ada Payson. Alice Smalley, Mar
treal, as well as local scenes which i guerite Grindle. Susie Karl; chair
were much enjoyed. Remarks were man of relief committee. Lizzie
made by the teacher Leslie Packard French: chairman floral commit
tee. Lina Carroll; advisory, Eliza
and Rev. J. Charles MacDonald.
Members and guests present Plummer, and visiting. Marguerite
were: Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Ames. Grindle. Gifts were presented to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Brazier, Mr. Mrs. Carroll.
Plans were made for coming ac
and Mrs. Carl Buenzli. Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Collins. Miss Charlotte tivities with Mra. Annie Aylward
Cook. Rocert Crie. M ss Carol El chairman of public parties, and
well. Mr. and Mrs. Otto Deisler. Mr. Mrs. Richardson and Mrs. Payson
and Mrs. Bert Gregory. Mrs. Louise of the Tent suppers. Mrs. Pietros
Ingraham Rev. J Charles MacDon ki. chairman of entertainment,
ald Osmond Palmer, Leslie Pack read a funny item and sang "Crazy
ard, Melvin Pendexter. Mr. and Heart" and "Juanita" with Bessie
Mrs. Earl Robbins. Walter Snow. Sullivan at the piano. Mrs. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Snow. Mr. and Mrs. Haraden offered pleasing
and Mrs. Clarion Shaw, Uena Stan readings. Bountiful refreshments
were served by Mrs. French, includford. Edmund Wotton.
| ing cakes, brownies, sandwiches,
coffee and tea. Present were 18
Mrs. Richard Have members.
— ner Honored With
jn-ond Fogarty dipped punch.
Invited guest* were. Mrs. Charles
Stork Shower
Bicknell, 2d, Mrs. Everett Spear,
M:s. Richard Havener was hon 2d, Mrs. Maurice Miller. Mrs.
ored with a surprise stork shower Joseph Pietroski, Mrs. Francis
Wednesday n.ght given by Mrs. Havener, Mrs. Charles Call, Mrs.
Russell Abbott in her new home Robert Gregory. Mis. J. Websier
on the Old County Road with Mountfort. Mrs. Myron Cummings,
Mis. Robert Chisholm, Mrs. Ray Mrs. Carl Stilphen. Mrs. Donald
mond Fogarty and Mrs. Donald Chisholm. Mrs. Corinne Hughes
Calderwood assisting hostesses.
and Mrs. James Moulaison of
The many dainty gifts were pre- Rcckland. Mis. Albert Havener,
ser.'ei in a bassinet attractively Jr., Crescent Beach. Mrs. James
decorated with pink and blue Paterson and Mrs. Harry Pater
crepe paper. Buffet lunch was son. Tenant's Harbor, Mrs. Wil
served. A pale yellow teddy bear liam T. Smith, Jr., Thomaston,
surrounded by baby rattles and Mrs. Chailes Jillson. Glen Cove
ranked by tall pink candles was and Mrs. Qrevis Payson, Union,
used as a centerpiece, Mrs. RayThe most beautiful car ever pre
and a message from the Word of duced, the Cadillac for '54, is no
Gcd. The topic in the evening is on display at Fireproof Garag
"What is Wrong with Communism". This automobile is the all tinThe Rev Donald J. Ryder welcomes pride and joy of the foremost flm
all to attend the services of the car builder of the nation. See lt i
church.
Fireproof Garage. •

MONEY FOR HOMES
TO BUY—EUILD—IMPROVE—REPAIR
Easy Monthly Payments

Rockland Loan & Budding Association
[18 School St.

TeL 430 Rockland
16-S-tf

HE MAKES LENDING A
FRIENDLY BUSINESS
This ia the friendly YES MANager of the local
Aaemaf Finance Company. He believes that no
one should borrow unnecessarily. But when a
loan ia to a person’s advantage, he provides folks
here with needed cash promptly.
MILES ». SAWYER
He makes borrowing a simple, friendly trans
action. He makes loans to employed man and women, married or
single. He arranges convenient monthly payments.
If you decide that a loan is to your advantage, come to tee
Tfcuenofs YES MANager today.
Loom Sa S to $2500 oo Signature, Furniture or Aeto
Jjtsi coaMorflroAr urti vo MT W

formal finance ca

FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOC.

2nd Fl„ IK MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
FImm:U» <

MRnR.«O«*or, YtSf ‘
I IknaeSa M
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Variety Meats

STEAMBOAT YARNS

(Continued from Page Five)
ln long, thin strips and marinated
for 30 minutes or longer In French
dressing (two parts oil to one part
vinegar). Then they can be fried
ln deep fat (heated to 360 degrees)
until browned well. If desired, the
liver may be dipped in egg and
crumb before it is fried.
Pan-Frying—Probably the most
popular way ol cooking liver is to
pan-fry it. This is a good method
to use But the frying should be
done carefully so that the liver isn't
overcooked.
The temperture be
kept low and the time for frying
should be short to obtain the
best results. Liver can be fried
D’a’n or it can be dipped in sea
soned flour. Bacon is often fried
w th the liver to add flavor and to
provide the fat in which to cook the
liver.

of Ships and Men
John M. Richardson

Captain Scott Steps Aboard-Captain
Look Has Day Ashore

Kidneys

Maine Central's steamer Pemaquid of which Capt. Jim Stinson has made a model.
Above appears s'earner Pemaquid at Maire Central Wharf. This was taken after the new boilers
were ins'alled as show n bv the position of the stack. Originally it was much nearer the pilot house.

Dear Mr Richardson, read rs parts of the world w ho hate us and beat while she was tied up at Till
and staff of The Courier-Gazette ' our wav of life, they could well for- son’s. then he would stand on the
et their ha'e. Let other people wharf to watch her depart and see
Here I am back home in Maine
live their own life in their own way her disappear behind the headlands
and am now getting pretty much and as individuals devote more of Owl’s Head. “Jim” as he is
settled after two years' atsei .e. time to thoughts of that great called by his friends, well deserves
Mrs. Scott and I are very happy to i privilege of being on earth to enjoy a place in our Stainboat Lore Ar
be back and we are here to stay, ex 'he patterns of beauty that the chives, as his models are so per
cept for an occasional trip now and Creator moulds in our fields and fect that they are a living record
of the past.
then, but our trips will be during pa-lures.
I wish to ask another favor of
the early part cf the summer, as
Very soon I am going to call on
we don't want to be away from 'my dear friend Capt. James Stin you and your staff. I have moved
Maine again during the mid-sum son cf Stonington as I am very' to Maine, with a change of address
anxious to rec his stean boat mod ind letters from our steamboat
mer months cr the winter nrontt
when Maine is the most beautiful els. He built an exact duplicate of friends will continue to come in
I am a little handicapped until the the Steamer Pemaquid. which he which are being forwarded from
arrival of n.y typewriter which I sold t: a rteamb at admirer last my New York address. It would be
summer. He now has a model of impossible for me to write them
will have very soon.
We are today having what you the "Belfast" which is 6x4" long, all . They are all Courier-Gazette
might call a baby blizzard. Abort has tr’ple screws with a perfect readers and a little piece in the
eight inches of snow r.ow ccvers the like:.?'" cf Capt. George Sawyer at ; corner of your paper will reach
fields and pastures and from mj tbe -o'.trols. He also has other I them all so they will know where 1
window it is a sight to behold. We officers stationed in the boat and a ' am. I will appreciate it very much.
know that these storms cause hard I number of passengers. He makes 11 will try to send you pictures at a
ship to some who are more unfor these figures out of clay and they later date of Capt. James Stinson's
tunate than we. but Maine would are painted with blue paint and models with details concerning
not be Maine without these storms white caps with gold braid. Capt. same.
Thanking you, I remain
and the snaw laden trees in the Stinson was not a steamboat man.
Very Sincerely,
edge of the woods presents a pat but he loved steamboats as a mas
Walter
tern that no artist could duplicate ter would his command. He would
(Capt. Walter E. Scott)
for a borderl.ne of a picti re. and make trips to Rockland and he
Deer Isle, Maine.
even though there are peoples in spent every minute on the Boston

Poultry Notes
(Continued from Page Five)
where many can be smothered
There are other individual treat
ments for birds that are net so
generally used including the shov
ing a pill or capsule down each
bird's throat to drive out worms.
Also, birds have to be handled when
they are moved from house to
house, from house to range and vice
versa.
Finally when marketing
time comes the birds are picked
up fcr that last ride, handled again
when they are put in the batteries
at thc dressing plant and a final
time when they are put on the
chain that takes them through the
processes that ready them for the
dinner table.
Let’s not forget the man with the
hook who wanders about the broiler
pen looking for runts and sick
birds, or around the laying pen
looking for the sick ones and the
loafers. And finally we make that
nightly round to pick up the setters
Some poultrymen boast that their
hens are so tame that they can
pick them up any time. My ex
perience as been that not one in a
thou'and will submit without a
struggle.
That does not mean
that laying hens are wild, but they
certainly do net enjoy being
handled and I don't believe many
poultrymen enjoy handling them.

As most of us say the birds we are
looking for is tfiat last one.
There are poultrymen who some
how ship most of thpse processes
and sometimes they get by for
quite a while, especially if their
flocks are veil isolated and are
kept in fairly small pens. But if
trouble hits, it can strike a terrific
blow if the birds are unprotected It
i is not much fun to handle a lot of
; live birds, but it is a lot worse to
lug out a lot of dead ones

Grange Corner
(Continued from Page Five!
er. Mt. Pleasant; chaplain Patricia
Greeley, Owl’s Head; treasurer. Ro
bert Cuthbertson. Mt. Pleasant;
secretary. Beverly Mills, Megunti
cook; gatekeeper. Herbert Libby.
Owl's Head.
Ceres. Irene Decker. Owl's Head;
Pcmona.
Lillian
Rackliff,
St
George, Flora, Lena Lays, Pioneer
Lady Assistant Steward, Francis
Tolman. Mt Pleasant: executive
comm.ttee. Leonard Ames. Penob
scot View; Eugene Rackliff, St.
George, and J. Herbert Gould, Me
gunticook.
During the business meeting,
Wendall Dennison was elected and
installed as Worthy Master of Mt.

.^Back-

"

breaking
Bills
$25 to $1200

_
Life Insurance at no

OR OTHER RIANS

additional cost.
Cleon up oil of those pesky bills.

Then, too, you con get extro money

Get money to pay them oil at

for medical and dental bills, cloth

ence, then spread repayment

ing, repairs or other expenses, let

ever a number of months . . . you

us know how much you need.

choose just how many.

PHONE •

WRITE

• COME IN

359 Main Street, 2nd Floor
Above Leightons Jewelry Stpre

Phone: 1720

PUBLIC LOAN

■HHICORPORATION OF ROCKUNOMBBOM

Pleasant Grange for the remainder
of the year.
Sister Charlotte Lermond was re
ported 111 at her home with the
mumps.
The Donation March was won by
J. Herbert Gould. A reading was
given by Hazel Marston, followed by
a stunt with 10 contestants, the
winner being Arthur Clements. A
story, by Herbert J. Gould, and
readings by Irene Decker and Bev
erly Mills were enjoyed.
There were remarks from the I
following: Una Ames. Worthy Mas- '
ter of Limerock Valley Pomona;
Perry Merrifield, Herbert Libby.
Clayton Simmons, Marabe Crockrtt
of North Haven, Lillian Rackliff,
and Arthur Decker.
Also, a reading by Sister Lena
Lays, and the closing thought by
Geraldine Dow.
Brother Cuthbertson set Feb. 15
as the date for the Grange supper
put on by the men.
Refreshments were served and a
social hour enjoyed by everyone.

The delicate flavor of kidneys can
be retained if they are cooked care
fully. But they need some prepara
tion before cooking. They should
be washed and the fat and tubes
removed.
Marinating them in
French dressing will improve their
flavor.
Beef kidneys are less tender than
veal, pork and lamb kidneys, so
they should be cooked by moist
heat, cooking in liquid, usually
water. The other kinds are tender
enough to be broiled.
Cooking in Liquid. After the kid
neys are prepared, they should be
placed in water to cover and cooked
at a simmering temperature until
tender, for about an hour. Hie
water should be changed several
times during the cooking After the

.kidneys are cooked, until tender,
they can be served with a wellseasoned sauce. Or, they can be
dipped in egg and crumbs and
fried ln deep fat. Kidneys can al
so be used In stews and combined
with steak tn a kidney pie.
Broiling. Prepare kidneys and
marinate them in a well-seasoned
French dressing. Or. brush them
with melted butter. Run them onto
a skewer to hold them flat and
broil them about five minutes on
each side.
They can also be
wrapped in bacon before broiling.
Tongue And Heart

Tongue and heart are the least
tender of the variety meats be
cause they have had considerable
exercise. So they require the same
cooking methods, calf, lamb and
pork hearts are more tender than
beef heart. But beef heart is the
one most commonly sold.
Heart should be washed tho
roughly in plenty of warm water
and some of the veins and arteries
cut away. If desired, heart may
be soaked in sour milk or vinegar
to help make it tender. Tongue al-o should be washed thoroughly.
Smoked or pick'.ed tongue may need
soaking for several hours before
cooking.
Cooking in Liquid. To cook heart,
cover it with water to which one
teaspoon of salt has been added
and cook until tender at a simmer
ing temperture. It takes about
three or four hours to cook a beef
tongue and the smaller hearts, like
veal, lamb, and pork require about
two and one-half hours to cook.
Braising. Brown the heart on all
sides in a small amount of fat. Then
add a very small amount of liquid
and seasonings. Cover tightly and

. Timday-Thunday-Saturdoy
continue cooking at low temperture
on top of the range or in a 360 de
gree oven until the heart I* cooked
Beef heart will require two to three
and one-half hours, and lamb, calf,
and pork hearts need about onehalf to two and one-half hours to
cook. If desired, the hearts may
be stuffed with a savory bread
dressing before they are braised.
Tongue can be cooked by the same
methods as heart. But after it is
cooked, the skin should be removed
and the roots cut away. Cooling
the tongue ln the liquid ln which
it was cooked will make the tongue
J Juicier for serving cold.
-

Museum Visitors
(Continued from Page Two)
tion of thew recitals Is looked
forward to and expected by the
friends of the museum. Included
were the piano pupils ol Mrs. Char
lotte Hopkins of Rockland.
The Rubinstein Club, a musical
organization, has also presented
many fine recitals in the museum
during the past year. Like all ac
tivities held at the museum, recitals
sponsored by the Rubinstein Club
are open to the general public and
are well attended.
Visiting Lecturers

Tripe

Throughout the year the Farns
Tripe should be cooked in water worth Museum, in co-operation
at a simmering temperture until with various clubs of Rockland, has
it is tender.
presented lectures In fine arts, traAbout one hour is usually needed
for this process. Then it can be them with a flavorful sauce.
served with a well-seasoned toma
Liver Loaf
to sauce, creamed or spread with
Makes Four Servings
dressing and baked.
After tripe
Three-fourths pounds of liver, 1
is cooked, it can also be brushed
with melted butter and broiled, or slice of bacon. 1 small onion, 1 egg,
teaspoon salt. "4 teaspoon pepper,
dipped in a batter and fried.
■4 teaspoon marjoram, 1 cup cracker
Oxtails
crumbs, b cup of liquid and *4 cup
Oxtails require long slow cooking catsup.
in moist heat to make them tender
1. Cook liver slowly for five min
The5' can be cut up and served in utes in water to cover and reserve
soups. And they can be braised liquid.
and seasoned with vegetables and
2. Put liver through food chopper
spices. It will take three or four writh bacon and onion.
hours to cook them
3. Add all other ingredients ex
Sweetbreads
cept catsup.
Sweetbreads are tender and per
4. Use tomato juice, milk, bouillon
ishable. They should be precooked or liquid in which liver was cooked
slowly in water for about 20 minutes for the liquid for mixing. Mix in
and allowed to cool in the liquid. gredients thoroughly
Then the skin and membranes
5. Pour the catsup into a well
should be removed. The lobes of greased pan and pack meat mix
the sweetbreads can then be cut ture over catsup
into slices and broiled, creamed,
6. Bake in a moderate oven (350
braised, or deep-fat friend. Serve degrees) for one hour.

D,

resenting

vel. Interior decoration, textile* and
ceramic*, to which the general pub
lic hu been invited.

SOUTH HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Dickens -and
three children of Lincolnville visit
ed Mrs. Hazel Hart Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. David Meservey are
recovering from mumps.
Philip Crabtree spent Thursday
in Boston.

ST. GEORGE
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Robinson, Sr.
visited their daughter and sonin-law. Mr. and Mrs. Baylus Baum
and family in Lynn, Maas., re
cently.
Albert Robinson. Mrs. James
Buck and son Robert, have been
guest at the home of Winslow
Robinson.
Miss Ethel Sheldon of Newark,
N. J., Mrs. Mell, Mr. and Mrs
Wheeler of Stonington, Conn., and
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Aagesen of
Greenwood, Mass., were here to
attend the funeral of Miss Kath
erine Aagesen.
Mrs. Millard Glle of Tenant’s
Harbor will be speaker at the
Missionary Meeting Tuesday Feb. 9.
Mrs.
Kendrick Dorman
of
Thomaston will hold the Sunday
services at the Wiley's Corner
Baptist Church.

ItllMlJ

the

1954 Cadillac

Weesaweskeag Grange

by Clara Steeves
An Old Timers’ Night was post
poned and will be given Feb 24.
These Old Timers (officers) are to
come dressed as Old Timers. All
officers and Orange members are
Invited to help and make this a
happy night.
The regular meeting Feb. 10 will
be a Valentine program. All mem
bers bring Valentines.
Refreshments after the meeting.
Jan. 27 was our meeting night
and was "closed early due to the
storm. Visitors were $rom North
Haven. St George, Aeorn Orange
and Penobscot View. Supper was
served before the meeting.
Pleasant Valley Grange

by Annie L. Nye
We held our regular meeting on
Jan 26 with a very good attend
ance.
The new officers are doing very
well.
Pomona Master Una Ames and
her husband P. H. Leonard Ames
were present.
They are planing to entertain
Pomona on Sat. Feb. 13.
During the lecturers hour, we en
joyed music by the Mens and
Ladies Chorus and solos by Jennie
Pietroski, and Clayton Simmons.
Also music by Olive Barter on the
Melophone.
Readings were giveny by sister
Simmons and Johnson, sister Clark
of South Hope and sister Oray of
Weymouth.
The march was won by Lester
Grace Fish.
Por social items la Tbe CourierGaartte, Phone

10M, City.

- . . and as Thrilling to Drive as to See !
The new “Standard of the World” is now on
display in our showroom. It is not just a new
model, but a wholly restyled and re-engineered Cadillac—new from its more massive
grille to its more distinctive rear deck.
It is lower and longer in silhouette . . .
more modern and graceful in its body lines
. . . and with greater majesty and dignity in
every detail. Beyond question, it is destined
to influence the design of motor care for
years to come.
Matching this greater exterior beauty are
Cadillac’s luxurious new interiors—more gen
erously proportioned and more beautifully

appointed than ever before , . . and executed
in a dazzling array of gorgeous new fabrics
and leathers.
And, what is even more remarkable, this
wonderful new Cadillac is as thrilling to drive
as it is to see!
A great new 230-horsepower engine has
added new power and responsiveness. A
vastly improved Hydra-Matic Drive provides
even greater smoothness and flexibility.
Advanced Cadillac Power Steering, now
standard equipment on every model, brings
with it a whole new concept of steering and
handling ease. And new Cadillac Power

Braking* has introduced wonderful new
motoring safety and convenience.
This greater Cadillac beauty—and this
finer Cadillac performance—are available for
1954 in three brilliant new series of motor
cars ... the remarkable Series 62, the dis
tinguished Fleetwood Series 60 Special and
the magnificent Fleetwood Series 75. And, of
course, there is also the supremely beautiful
Cadillac Eldorado.
These inspiring creations are in.our show
room now—awaiting your critical inspection.
We cordially invite you to see and drive them
at your earliest opportunity.

•Optimal alarm ml
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